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MURAL PAINTING IN RELATION TO ARCHI- 
TECTURE: THE IMPORTANCE OF ESTABLISH- 
ING AN INTIMACY BETWEEN THE TWO ARTS: 
BY WILLIAM L. PRICE 

BB ) HILE as a people we are far less of an art people than 
C47} we have been in the past, there are some generally 
Wz | recognized forms of art that are gaining ground with 

sta A By}, us, and we are building up schools of certain mani- 
XX Wey ,festations of the art sense. Among these, nothing is 

. J more definitely recognized than mural painting. ar 
legislators and public men are beginning to see the 

propriety of something more than mere brick and mortar in the hous- 
ing of our public functions, and our growing wealthy classes stand 
prepared to put up money—the only thing in which they are pre- 
éminent—for the glorification of their getting, while the painters have 
not been slow to seize upon this opportunity for the display of their 
art. So that it may not be amiss to discuss mural painting in its re- 
lation to its parent, architecture. 

So long as we are quite content to accept without thought or 
relevancy the architectural expression of other countries and ages, 
we may accept without question their methods of mural decoration 
as well. If American architecture is to be no more than a rearrange- 
ment of established forms of details without other relation to our 
expanding life than classic literature has to our expanding knowledge, 
then we might as well confine our discussion of mural painting to its 
expression in the Renaissance. But some of our painters are painting 
on the walls of our buildings subjects which however draped have 
a relation to modern life, and since our architecture is nearly all 
unmodern and some of our painting is modern, it may be worth while 
to discuss both ancient and modern mural painting in relation to 
architecture. 

Whatever one may think about the glory and dignity of panel 
picture painting and its relation to life, I think no one will deny that 
wall painting ea relate to walls. ‘That is, to have an excuse on 
the walls of architecture it must be an extension of architecture. It 
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RELATION OF MURAL PAINTING TO ARCHITECTURE 

must help the other architectural forms to express the purpose of the 
building. If so, we may set it down that aL cduns. together with 
any other purely ornamental part of the building, must be more than 
beautiful as ornament to have a legitimate place in architecture. 
With that granted as principle, let us examine alittle the mural paint- 
ing of the past. I suppose that our modern mural painters would 
scarcely ssh the painted walls of the ancients as mural painting. 
They would be relegated to the sphere of the decorator’s art. But 
no matter how little relation they may have to painting as we know 
it, the best of them at least fulfilled the primary requirement as an 
extension of architecture. The well proceso wall paintings of 
Pompeii with their strong flat tones and their conventionalized fig- 
ures and fanciful architectural adjuncts always remain walls. The 
never give the sense of raised ornament nor of an openin, Monel 
which we are looking. Few would think that it re be i. itimate 
architectural painting to extend the length of a vaulted and Piaered 
corridor by painting in perspective a continuation of those pilasters 
and vaults upon the end of the corridor. How much more legitimate 
is it to paint on flat walls naturalistic landscapes, or alleearical figures 
floating in a luminous sky? \ 

PART from such flat wall painting as I have mentioned I can 
A recall few mural decorations that are a true extension of the 

architecture of the edifice which they are supposed to adorn. 
Very splendid painting is the roof of the Sistine ae but painted 
niches, carvings and moldings,—a plain vaulted ceiling so painted 
that the guide has to tell you that the moldings and figures are flat— 
this is scene painting, not architecture. Few of our painters or 
critics will ashe this painting of projecting architectural detail; 
but how, let me ask, does it differ in essence from most of our mural 
painting, either of the Renaissance or of the present? It is true that 
a painting containing some tremendous prophecy might be important 
enough for us to build a temple about, of which it should be the 
focal point. It hasn’t been painted yet. It is also true that a build- 
ing built to enshrine some noble hope for the future, or to entomb 
some sacred human triumph of the a might have emblazoned upon 
its walls that hope or that story. But where is it? Since we find it 
necessary to build shelters in which to worship God, or halls in which 
to work out human destinies, their walls and ceilings should look 
solid as well as keep out the heat or cold. Our painters paint too 
well, and the temptation is strong upon them to consider walls as so 
much canvas, not the sides of rooms. ‘The Gothic builders who 
knew so little and guessed so much, whose knowledge of the past 
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RELATION OF MURAL PAINTING TO ARCHITECTURE 

was so small but whose intuition was so pregnant, either did not 
want to or did not know how to paint in the round, so that even their 
shaded ornament remains flat, but I question if their architecture was 
extended or made more significant by paint, except where they merely 
colored their ornament or tinted their walls. Certainly the restora- 
tion of Gothic color ornament on buildings, even those by Viollet le 
Duc, are not an advantage to the buildings they are supposed to 
adorn. The stone cutter and the sculptor left little enough plain 
surface as a contrast to their fashioning of the builded form, but 
their painted ornament was at least flat, and unfortunately this may 
not be said of the wall paintings of our modern painters any more 
than those of the Renaissance. You see, our sca are geniuses, 
not builders, and they are not encouraged to become cobulldens by 
our architects who desire them to paint the eyes in the stolen peacock 
feathers of their art. Some of these modern [eta on walls are 
very splendid. They even add to our joy and pride, as in the new 
Pennsylvania State Capitol where they distract attention from the 
architecture, but they are not a part of those buildings,—‘‘bone of 
their bone and flesh of their flesh.” Sargent’s prophets are wonder- 
ful painting, but not architecture. They are not even a frieze, but a 
painted band, and over them floats a ceiling, which by reason of its 
relief work and conventionalization of treatment is more solid and 
heavy than the frieze. Abbey’s knights are literary and therefore 
fitting for a library. ‘They are, however, not walls, but holes in walls; 
they are illustrative painting. And Puvis de Chavannes’ paintings 
are, from my point of view, flat only because of their pasty colors. 
Take the more recent paintings of the rotunda of the arene In- 
stitute in Pittsburgh. The stairways, balconies and columns have a 
certain solidness by reason of being built of marble. Even the ceil- 
ings look heavy enough to give the columns ue to do. But 
the walls! There are none. A few thin and feeble laths of pilasters 
stand tremblingly in a sky of smoke lit up by the lurid glare of far 
down furnaces, and floating in this some lovely figures pay homage 
to the armed man of iron, also floating. He, of course, makes the 
scene impossible, but you don’t make a painting flat by making it 
improbable. And piercing the misty deeps are the doors to rooms 
which look as if they had wandered in quite by mistake. Is that an 
extension of architecture, Mr. Painter? 

HE illustrator’s art may be and often is an extension of literature. 
It illumines the text. The artist’s pictures sometimes have 
great and noble thoughts enshrined in their beauty, and are 

their own excuse. But we have a right to demand that mural paint- 
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RELATION OF MURAL PAINTING TO ARCHITECTURE 

ing shall be different from this. Color we need on our walls, as well 
as form, but how may we properly paint that form? ‘The painters 
of the Renaissance set the pace by painting their splendid pictures 
without regard to the architectural surroundings or the purpose of 
the surface on which they painted, just as the architects used their 
forms without regard for material or structure. It did not fret them 
when their stone arches required iron rods to keep them from falling 
because the thrusts were not provided for in the piers. So that the 
painters cannot be blamed for using the wall for the glory of their 
art rather than for the glory of architecture; and as we are still in the 
Renaissance, still believe that dead forms fit us better than an expres- 
sion of our own life in our buildings, we cannot blame the modern 
painters for falling into the trap of that gorgeous past. 

But we are beginning to demand a vital architecture, and we must 
also demand vital and reasonable adjuncts to it. I make no attempt 
to set bounds to the possibilities of mural painting, although I myself 
see no way in which such painting can be kept fat without looking 
thin, and at the same time afford the artists anything like their present 
freedom of expression. ‘The real trouble is that our schools and our 
layman’s worship of art as expressed in painting and sculpture have 
divorced it from craftsmanship. Our painters learn to paint pictures 
first and walls afterward. ‘They shoul learn “plain and decorative” 
house painting first. If our art schools were crafts schools primarily, 
as Gutzon Borglum demands that they shall be, we might have great 
hopes for a a mural art, and not so many of the students of such 
schools would spend their lives in ee disillusion, despising the 
only work they can get paid for. And out of the army of craftsmen, 
usefully employed in making and decorating the affairs of everyda 
life, would come up the giants of the brush, with something nonk 
telling us besides the glory of their own skill, some message for the 
people, whom they would then know, as pregnant as the glorified folk 
music which constitutes all of the world’s real music. 

r | NHERE was a time when the church dominated the life of the 
people and expressed their highest longer and the highest 
and best of the painter’s art was then expended for the glorifica- 

tion of the church as a church rather than of the architecture of the 
church. But we no longer build churches for the people, only for 
sects and classes of people, and there is little stimulus for the painter’s 
art in them. They are not vital enough to woo the painter to their 
walls, and if he were to be induced to glorify their sectionalism he 
would be tied to an art as Medieval as their conception of religion 
is, and those churches that are vital enough to demand a living ex- 
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From a Decoration by Alexander Harrison in the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh 
THESE PAINTINGS MAY BE AN EXTENSION OF LITERATURE, 

BUT THEY ARE NOT AN EXTENSION OF ARCHITECTURE.
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RELATION OF MURAL PAINTING TO ARCHITECTURE 

pression of a living religion are both too poor to pay the price and 
too interested in the work in hand to care to divert their fighting force 
to painted symbols. Until we have a church vital enough to draw 
the painters and builders to build its sanctuary for love, there will 
be no great art in our churches. 

Neither are we worshipers of the State, as the Romans were. 
Our temples of the State are too often temples of graft and seldom 
a true expression of the needs and desires of the mass of the people, 
so that the opportunity they offer to the mural painter is not very 
seductive except as a means of livelihood or self-expression. One 
cannot look for a harmonious and convincing whole out of the oppor- 
tunity offered our painters and sculptors by such a wretched then 
as the Pennsylvania State Capitol at Harrisburg. Commonplace 
in scheme, feeble and vapid in detail, without a note of modernism 
or relevancy to our democratic form of government, it is no more 
than an ill-fitting tomb for the work of conscientious painters, sculp- 
tors and craftsmen. While some of our public buildin s are better 
built and follow more carefully the borrowed detail of te past, few 
if any of them are vital with the thoughts and enthusiasms of the 
present. In fact our so-called culture rather despises enthusiasms 
when expressed in the work of our hands and clings tenaciously to 
the learning and enthusiasms of other days made respectable by death. 

The theater might well lend itself to the painter’s brush. It is 
the home of symbolism. Its work is both edacsaunal and joyous. 
We pay well to be amused and diverted, and we might reasonably 
demand that some of our money be spent on the i idlictanent of 
the playhouse by the hands of our master painters. 

But we are primarily a domestic people, and it is about our homes 
that we should expect to center our greatest efforts for beauty. But 
except in the re palaces of the rich, we have to be content 

with the very simple forms of decoration and we seem barred out of 
our greatest heritage, the significant art of our fellow men. But for 
the questionable advantage of the occasional visit to galleries and 
exhibitions of painting, our lives are pretty much devoid of real art 
except for music, and yet here where we live should we find the stim- 
ulus to endeavor and growth wrapped up in the true art products 
of master men. 

We have so stupidly arranged our economic relations that even 
the craftsmen who make or could make beautiful things cannot 
afford to buy each other’s wares. This would not be so true if our 
art people were craft people first and what we recognize as artists 
afterward, and it is this very lack of craftsmanship, of willingness to 

serve our fellow men in the little things, that keeps us from doing the 
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THE CONQUEROR 

big things. All great music is glorified folk music, and all great 
architecture is glorified craftsmanship, and we may not have the 
one without the other. Architecture is not diagrams, paper oe 
but building materials put together by craftsmen, with wall and roof, 
pinnacle or dome, fashioned in lines of beauty, sculpture that is cut 
upon the necessary stones of the edifice, color and form built into its 
walls, splendid with the aspirations of designers, of users and of fash- 
ioners alike, tentative, seeking always the simple and higher form, 
content to be destroyed to ke way for the new day’s life, a record 
of growth primarily and of knowledge secondarily,—this is archi- 
tecture. And it will come only when the builders, painters, architects 
and sculptors stoop to conquer,—pick up the tools of the crafts, 
mines that nothing is too ou to be glorified that is of service to 
man. Self-expression may reach its highest plane in ornamenting 
and making expressive the commonplace, and only by being a ser- 
vant of the commonplace can one hope to become the master of art’s 
consummate glories. 

THE CONQUEROR 

HAT are the fears and toils of life to me, 
W That I should tremble on my guarded throne 

Or plead for pity, making human moan 
Like any helpless creature! Verily 
The crown is to the conqueror, and I see 

Beyond this hour of battle. I have sown 
With lavish hand my fertile fields, and own 

The plenty of my harvests. Destiny, 
Tyrant of slaves, is servant of my will; 

To all my gods are her libations ae 
And only at my bidding may she fil 

The cups of good and evil on my board. 
My song ‘Time’s warning finger shall not still, 

Nor Death destroy me with his ee 
LSA Barker. 
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JOAQUIN SOROLLA Y BASTIDA: A MODERN 

SPANISH MASTER: BY KATHARINE M. ROOF 
rw S YOU step from the dull light and dead air of the 
x Subway into the clear cold wind that blows across 

Ny pees) the Hudson on your way to the Sorolla pictures, you 
ay get something of that impression of sunshine, fresh- 

y ness and blueness that you feel in your first glance at 
one of the Spanish master’s canvases. Early and 
late on certain days the ragged perpendicular blue 

shadows on the Palisades are such as Sorolla loves to paint. 
The library and museum founded by Archer M. Huntington and 

presented by him to the Hispanic Society of America, was opened 
to the public a little over a year ago. It is the gift of one who loves 
Spain and the Spaniards to the people of his own country, given that 
they may become better Riiadtted with the art, history and litera- 
ture of Spain and Portugal. The present exhibit of the pictures of 
Joaquin Sorolla y Bastida is part of this plan. It is to be followed 
by another of the work of Zuloaga, a Spanish painter not generally 
known in America. 

What an epitome of the history of the city and of our country is 
that little northwest edge of Manhattan where the Huntington build- 
ing stands! It faces Audubon Park, named for the great naturalist 
whose house is close by—with a mansard roof added at the period 
when that adornment seemed an indispensable part of domestic 
architecture. Trinity graveyard is a block away, and not far off the 
grave of The Amiable Child. There are houses that tell of the time 
when that region was country, of the time when it was suburban, of 
the period when it became city and outskirts. The story is told in 
the architecture of the neighborhood, which ranges from that of the 
simple homely late sixties and early seventies to the rococo horrors 
that followed, and the subsequent Queen Anne cottage era that 
imagined itself esthetic, and concludes with the smug impersonality 

of the modern flat. Then there are great mounds of raw earth in 
process of upheaval, preparatory to further building, and about their 
edges are the improvised shacks belonging to the Italian laborers, 
recent citizens, who are doing the work. As you glance in and see 
them at their lunch, glimpses of dark faces and red neck-scarfs recall 
their relationship to the Latin nation to which the new library and 
museum a block away is a monument, a striking illustration of the 
mixture of races in our English-speaking country. For this building, 
the most recently finished of all, fitly stands for the present period of 
America’s development. Its entrance is flanked by two flags,—the 
yellow and red that symbolizes the ancient beauty of an old race and 
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SOROLLA: A MODERN SPANISH MASTER 

a Southern country, the stars and stripes that stand for a new land 
and that are brave if not beautiful. 

HOSE who keep in touch with current affairs in Paris, which is 
still the cosmopolitan art center of the world, know that the 
best work in the yearly Salon is no longer that of French painters 

but of Spanish and American artists. The opportunities of Ameri- 
cans at home for familiarizing themselves with contemporaneous 
Continental art are, of course, more limited, although foreign artists i 
are represented at our expositions. Sorolla, I believe, exhibited at 
the St. Louis Exposition. For the benefit of those who wish to 
know something shout the painter himself, it may be stated that he 
was born in Valencia of humble parents who died in his childhood; 
that he was adopted by his uncle, a locksmith, who had planned the 
same career for his nephew. When the boy’s talent manifested 
itself, however, he was permitted to attend an art class, and at fifteen 
Sorolla definitely gave up locksmithing and devoted all his time to 
studying art. duteequeddly he sited Rome and Paris and came 
in touch with the more varied field of Continental art. But the boy 
who had seen the Velasquezes in the Madrid museum had already 
read the last word of the history of art up to its present writing. 
Add to the imperishable name of the seventeenth-century master 
that of Goya of the century preceding our own, and you realize the 
ideal that is before the Spanish painters of today. 

People have different ways of acquainting themselves with pic- 
tures, as they have their vadividiial ways of enjoying other things. 
It has occurred to me sometimes in a gallery that if people must The 
instructed in printed monologues ‘“‘How to Listen to Music’? and 
“How to Judge a Picture,” it might be an excellent idea for someone 
to write on “Flow to Enjoy the Arts” in question. The first maxim 
would certainly be “Be honest with veut and don’t pretend to like 
a oe that doesn’t really appeal to you,” and the second would be 
“Don’t attempt to do too much at a time.’ Studying pictures is 
peculiarly fatiguing to the eye and attention, and after a short time 
the mind ceases to record impressions. Yet even people who have 
realized this fact will attempt to take in all the pictures in a foreign 
gallery or a large exhibition in one long visit. The artist or art 
student, of course, approaches a picture with a different viewpoint 
from that of the layman, for to the professional the greatest interest 
lies in the way the thing is done. But it seems to me that the visitor 
studying the Sorolla Wiliesiod—and indeed this is true of all ‘‘one 
man exhibits”——will receive the truest impression of the painter’s 
temperament and quality by first walking neither too quickly nor 
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SOROLLA: A MODERN SPANISH MASTER 

too slowly through all the rooms, inevitably pausing longer before 
some than others, and selecting, of course, unconsciously those he 
will return to afterward. Taken in this way one realizes at once 
vividly the painter’s choice of ae which means his art person- 
ality. It is clear that the thing that appeals most strongly to this 
Spanish master in outdoor subjects is the beauty of flesh and white 
and bright-colored stuffs in brilliant sea sunlight. But there are also 
a number of strongly individualized portraits. One can fairly feel 
the wind and the hot sunshine, smell the salt air, hear the children’s 
voices in these beach subjects. It is not too much to say that no 
one since the beginning of the Plein Air movement has dealt so success- 
fully with the problem of the figure in outdoor atmosphere. One 
canvas, “The Penden, shows the most wonderful painting of a 
child’s white naked back in the sunlight against the background of 
the sea. Another, ‘Low Tide,” a little barefoot girl carrying a pail 
over the wet sand is of an incredible freshness and verity,—the clear 
sweep of the gray-blue sand, the little crisp light-colored figure, with 
small but poignant touches of red, blue aod violet in her hair and hat 
ribbons and in remote figures. “Taking in the Sail,’ an old man with 
a red cap in sunlight against a dark background of intensely blue sea, 
is an extraordinary piece of painting. 8 is the “Little Girl with 
Blue Ribbon,” a pink child against blue sand. ‘Children in the 
Sea,” a group of naked boys in the water, is technically a marvel. 
The way the figures and their reflections are blotted into the blue is 
a thing to inspire awe in the heart of the student. Another group 
called simply ‘‘ Children on the Beach”’ is an indescribable transcription 
of the light shade and evasive mixture of both that one sees upon 
flesh in the strong sea sunlight with its attendant blue shadow. It 
is one of the canvases that must have made the painter supremely 
happy when he saw how he had caught the elusive thing aad pinned 
it there. ‘‘ After the Bath” is another such a marvel of achievement. 
It shows the figure of a young girl in a wet bathing suit of some light- 
colored cotton stuff which clings here and there to her figure. A 
young man is covering her with a white sheet which is half in shade, 
half in dazzling sunlight. The painting of the sunlight, the light 
and shade on the reddened faces and Feats the color of the flesh 
through the wet cloth is a revelation of technique. A small canvas 
of bathers, presented to our own painter, William M. Chase, by the 
artist, a mere indication, blotting in of figures, is another marvel of 
effect and ciparae | Se “Sea Idyl,’’ another study of bathers, a 
boy and gir ping on the sand, shows a delightful effect of the boy’s 
bare legs half su nee in the water. In all of these beach sub- 
jects the attitudes of the bathers are almost startlingly characteristic. 
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SOROLLA: A MODERN SPANISH MASTER 

All the instinctive actions and movements of the baby, the small 
boy, the little girl in the water have been caught and recorded. If 
there is a defect, an occasional failure of effect, in these remarkable 
pictures, it is in the painting of the water, which now and then has a 
lack of me similituds, of texture. The problem of preserving the 
dazzling brilliancy of white material and human flesh in strong sun- 
light against water is one that is seldom successfully dealt with. ‘The 
rub comes in the process of lowering the tone of the water sufficiently 
to preserve the brilliancy of the effect without sacrificing the essential 
quality of looking like water. It is a subtle and complex problem. 
Most of the work of the painters commonly labeled as impressionists 
lacks lamentably in—if it does not display utter ignorance of—the 
question of values. 

The three large canvases in the upper gallery are the least inter- 
esting in the exhibition. ‘‘Beaching the Boat” looks as if it were an 
earlier canvas, wrought before the painter had, in the popular phrase, 
found himself. The landscapes without figures, upon the whole, 
a one the feeling of being inferior in quality to the rest of the work. 
ome suggest Monet. The “Shadow of the Alcantara Bridge”’ is 

an interesting exception, in which the picture might be said to be in 
the water. ‘St. Martin’s Bridge,” a study of water, a bridge and 
the opposite shore is also delightful. 

OT the least interesting thing in the exhibition,—perhaps the 
N most so from the eh eoe sentra ae the marvelous 

collection of small canvases of which almost every one is a 
masterpiece. No one has ever given more successfully the sense 
of what the eye takes in at the first glance—but it is the glance of the 
master! Such an exquisite sense of mass, of light and dark, of the 
exact value of vivid spots of color, must be revealed to most perceptions 
through the eyes of the painter. ‘The majority of these small canvases 
are beach subjects,—a grap of bright-colored nae one or two 
isolated bits of color against the sands, effects in color, tone, light and 
shadow, all with the value, the sense of space and atmosphere, of 

large canvases. 
The portraits and indoor studies furnish more material for study 

—Sorolla is a wonderful object lesson for the student. The mother 
and small baby in bed, a study of the painter’s wife and child, is 
striking, humanly and artistically,—the beautiful simple painting 
of the two great masses of white,—the bed and the wall, and the two 
spots of the faces, the dark profile of the mother turned toward the 
mystery of her baby’s small pink face. Two of the most interesting 
portraits in the collection are of the painter’s wife. Both show her 
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in black, in one standing, the significant note of a red spindle chair 
touched in at the left; the other is seated in a dark interior, the 

hands and bits of the gown come out into the light, but the smile 

shimmers obscurely in the shadow. Another portrait of the artist’s 
little girl Maria with a note of red in her dark hair is a fascinating 
bit of painting. There are a number of portraits of men of 
widely varying types, and the interesting thing about them, above 
and beyond thete technical excellence, is their unusual quality of 
reflecting the individuality of the subject instead of focusing attention 
upon the technique or mannerisms of the painter. Each portrait 
gives one the feeling of having actually seen the person represented. 
They are painted, in short, in the subject’s atmosphere, not the 
artist’s. 

At the second seeing, the interest—to one having that interest— 
centers most strongly upon the technique. The thing one realizes 
first is its inspiring freshness. There is not a suggestion of uncertainty, 
worry or fumble. The less successful canvases just turned out so 
—the accident of spontaneous expression. As Mr. Chase often 
says to his pupils, it is only the a man whose work is always 
even. Yet do not let anyone misunderstand this use of the word 
sponta Years of study lie behind that fresh direct expression 
that we admire in the work of the master. The sure strong swirl 
and stroke of Sorolla’s brush is the result of complete mastery of 
the elements of his art. ‘There is no hesitation. It is the certainty 
of the brush of the Japanese artist. Notice the wonderful simplicity 
of the drawing that expresses the delicate subtle lines,—the oe 
legs contracted at the touch of water, the characteristic anatomy 
of the little boy, the subtlety of the flesh tones, so modeled yet so 
faintly differentiated in value and color. But Sorolla is no longer 
conscious of these things that burden the mind of the student. Tle 
has learned them and Pigatice them. He saw his picture finished 
in his mind before he put his brush to canvas. Each stroke was sure 
and a step to the end. The canvases of many painters—some of our 
tonalists in particular—are not devoid of the suggestion that their 
effect was stumbled upon by accident, and only too often the paint is 
fumbled into deadness in the process. ‘This is true of the work of one 
of our landscapists who commands high prices. But it is never the 
case with Sorolla. Everywhere one is struck with the freshness of 
the idea as it first came to the painter. And the idea is always clear. 
There is no room for doubt in our minds as to why the painter chose 
his motive. 
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THE DISADVANTAGES OF SPECIALIZATION: 
A METHOD NEEDED WHICH WILL ADAPT 
THE WHOLE RACE KNOWLEDGE TO THE 
COMMON LIFE: BY SIDNEY MORSE 

DS eY JHAT the world wants today is a new conception of 
Civ | democracy. That the common man, often falsely 

EE 4 | called the ignorant man, is the most important social 
Lee es) factor; that the mass of common men is the basis of 

#\\| social law and order and its heart the social center 
of gravity; that the common way of life is the right 
way,—all these are phases of a more democratic habit 

of thought to which we must return. 
These facts will be more apparent on consideration of the op- 

posite extreme represented by the modern type of specialist. The 
ee “common man” is suggestive. There is a certain amount of 
nowledge,—as of the nutritive and reproductive functions—that a 

man must have to be human and to be normal. This knowledge 
all men share in common. The significant fact concerning the so- 
called common man is that he has little other knowledge. He is not 
ignorant. As compared with animals or savages, he knows much. 
But his knowledge, being common to all, does not attract the atten- 
tion of his fellows. The most advanced specialist is an opposite 
extreme. His distinction is due to the fact that he has a knowledge 
of his specialty possessed by no other human being save himself. 
There is a vast gap between these antipodes. 

So regarded, ‘fle ae is at once seen to be in a lonely and 
recarious position. He is a pioneer beyond the confines of knowledge. 

The heart of humanity beats back yonder, centrally, in the mass of 
common men. ‘The varied interests of human life are there. These 
the specialist has forsaken. One is reminded of the Forty-niner 
who abandoned home and friends, placed his all on a prairie schooner 
and directed his footsteps toward Sutter's Creek. Piece by piece he 
lightened his load of possessions, to arrive at last,—if by chance he 
did arrive,—a spent and not infrequently a broken creature. 

The confines of knowledge are now so extensive and the frontier 
is so far away that to reach it a man must concentrate the energies 
of a lifetime upon a single task. Concentration is essential to the 
specialist. Unavoidably it implies neglect of other things. And 
society, like Nature, punishes neglect of function by atrophy. The 
specialist tends to encroach upon the time due to the interests and 
obligations of common life,—triends, family, society. His specialty 
detracts from the duties of parent, of citizen or of churchman. He 
not infrequently withdraws from these to spend himself in the attempt 
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to outstrip every competitor in the race for scientific achievement. 
And friends and society, by a law of Nature, repay him by like 
neglect. Common men have no use for the specialist. Eventually he 
wins, perhaps, but the mass of men take little account of his win- 
ning. A few newspaper notices, soon forgotten; a few magazine 
articles that nobody understands; a few books unread; vast potential 
good, no doubt, to coming generations, but little present benefit, 
and least of all to the specialist,—such is the record. 

But, notwithstanding, the age of specialization is hardly past. 
We are in the thick of it. If pervades every phase of life. Farmers 
oe laborers specialize; so do business men, doctors, lawyers, 
clergymen, educators. Scientists specialize, of course. Doubtless 
a distinction should be drawn between the scientist who specializes 
in Sanskrit and the workman who specializes in shoe-pegs. But 
there is truth in the witticism of a oo who referred to a 
specialist in the natural sciences as ‘“‘a kind of sublimated day- 
laborer.” 

EANTIME we are told that the day of the all-round man 
M has passed. In pioneer times most men were farmers, most 

women mothers and housekeepers. We are told that the 
farmer’s family of past generations conducted some sixty-five occu- 
pations on his farm, nek of which has given rise, in modern times, 
to a distinctive trade. The farmer was carpenter, blacksmith and 
carriage ironer. He worked metals. He made boots and shoes. 
He built furniture. And the women of his family spun, dyed, and 
wove cloth, made rugs, carpets, and the like. Nowadays a farmer 
goes to a blacksmith for metal work, hires a carpenter to construct 
and repair his buildings, and buys at the general store cheap factory- 
made articles. We are told that these articles are a thousand times 
better than the crude, homespun and handmade fabrics and furnish- 
ings of his grandparents; further, that no man willingly would hark 
back to the days of his grandsires. But this would seem to be a 
mere begging of the question. 

At all events, in those days they made men. And a question is 
persistently pote up from all points of the compass as to the mental 
and moral fiber of the rising generation. The suspicion is shrewdly 
gaining upon us that perhaps, in the process of cheapening every- 
thing, we are ae out also a generation of cheap humanity; which 
proposition, if it be demonstrable, would cause us to question whether 
the benefits of specialization and the division of labor resulting in 
cheapness may not, after all, have been too dearly bought. 

The same question presents itself in the domain of education. 
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A recent volume lays the axe at the root of the tree. Or, to change 
the figure, like a high explosive, it seems likely to shatter the founda- 
tions of present methods in education and ultimately to clear the 
way for a sounder basis and more enduring superstructure, for it 
frankly points out that the way of advancement for the college teacher 
now is through specialization. His back is accordingly turned to 
the groups of undergraduates in his classes and his face is set toward 
the confines of advanced learning. Undergraduates are the sons 
of common men. The college or university teacher too frequently 
has little time for them and less sympathy, for the energies of the 
specialist are absorbed in striving to win hee in the ranks of scien- 

tific alia ap He abstracts himself from his class to concen- 
trate upon his monograph, and meantime the undergraduates are as 
rr without a shepherd 

hat the effect of extreme specialization must be to narrow the 
individual to the focus of his specialty, will hardly be denied. A 
farmer’s boy, making for himself a pair of shoes, gains breadth of 
skill and aptitude as far beyond comparison with that of the artisan 
whose day’s work is making shoe-pegs, as crude handiwork is below 
the standard of a modern factory. But making shoes represents one 
sixty-fifth of the skill of the old-time farmer’s boy; making shoe-pegs, 
one sixty-fifth of the task of a modern factory. And the square of 
sixty-five would suggest perhaps the superior advantage in intellectual 
development of a New Foulaid farm training a hundred years ago, 
as compared with the factory life of today. Bhey had a saying once 
that the great crop of New England was men. ‘The saying is as old- 
fastiidaall now as the mode of life that justified it. 

NFORTUNATELY, the evils of over-specialization are not 
t confined to the specialists. There is something seductive 

about a new trail. Men like to follow it just to see where it 
will end. And the specialist, naturally enough, likes to justify his 
own wisdom. ‘The result is that we are all solicited to specialize, and 
that not in one but in fifty directions. ‘The day of the all-round 
man being at an end, let the boy decide what he is to be. Let him 

elect ade and shape all efforts to that end. Or, if he cannot 
decide for himself, let him take advice of the experts until he can 
make his own election. The difficulty is that the doctors disagree. 
The specialists have not only moved diametrically away from the 
social center of gravity but at different angles to one another. The 
farther they advance, the farther apart they become. Thus having 
little sympathy with common men, they have less with one another. 
Among college teachers, the specialist in ancient languages advocates 
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the classics as the gymnasium of the mind and the main avenue to 
social distinction. ‘The specialist in modern languages es 
dead language and urges English or other modern tongues. ‘The 
expert in mathematics ignores the languages and advocates special- 
ization in his department. Is it surprising that among these con- 
flicting opinions, a student not infrequently is said to select the master 
who is aa best fellow and the subjects that he thinks likely to be 
easiest to get through ? 

The result of excessive pints are so numerous and apparent 
that they need only be suggested. The whole influence of this prin- 
ciple is centrifugal. It is anti-social. It tends to split up the family, 
giving each member an interest not shared in common, and thus to 

disorganize the home. It tends also to disrupt the village community 
by impelling the more intelligent members to pursue the lines of 
their special interests toward centers of population. It disrupts the 
church into sects and the sects into cliques. It has produced chaos 
in the educational world. By its very nature it loosens all bonds. 
Common men are injured when their sons are taken from them to 
become specialists. And the specialist, who gets most out of touch 
with common life, is the most injured of all. 

Of course, it goes without saying that the wheels of time cannot 
be set back. A case could doubtless be made in favor of the special- 
ists which would justify them in the good opinion of mankind. Civil- 
ization has profited by the fruits of their labors. We have them 
amongst us and we would not willingly dispense with them. even if 
we could. ‘The question then is not how to destroy, but how to con- 
struct. How may we turn to account the results of specialization 
in such fashion as to counteract its abuses and take advantage of the 
resulting good ? 

HE interpretation of the diagram on page twenty-eight may afford 
a clue to the solution of this eoblen The field of society is 
seen to consist of a mass of common men, a great majority of 

the race, located centrally. The radial lines indicate the direction 
of the various tendencies of scientific investigation. The spiral sug- 
gests the rhythm of human evolution; the isolated dots, the position 
of specialists pushing out toward the confines of knowledge. 

It is at once seen that no matter how far, under modern conditions, 
a specialist may go, he is not quite alone. ‘The most advanced worker 
has always at his heels a little group of his rivals and associates. 
Modern means of communication have brought these remote groups 
into close intellectual touch, and the result has been to give occasion 
to the principle of voluntary association which, in its nature, is com- 
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| plementary to the princi- 
Nea ple of specialization. It is 

centripetal. It is social. 
In the rhythm of evolution 

> the outward push of the 
y ee LE specialist is ee Meet 

wee ward corresponding pull. 
La The principle of pele 
a a tary association has come 

Se as a remedy for the dan- Com y 
|| | eT gers we fear from extreme 

8 ae 7 specialization, and the re- 
Cr Ch sult is a balance which at 
<i CIN [| once widens and cements 

\ Ne : the foundations of the so- 
: cial order. 

ea i The most advanced 
Seen roups of scientific think- 
pee A | AN a, Pca conscious of 
their aloofness from common life, recognize in their specialty a bond 
of union. Associates and disciples, even rivals, are bound to- 
gether by this tie, and thus by va association various scien- 
tific bodies are formed. The first effect of this closer knitting of 
human bonds among advanced thinkers is, perhaps, to revive hes 
social sympathies. Local, national and international congresses 
are held. Prieididhigs are formed. Wives and families attend and 
become acquainted. The younger men, in the attitude of disciple- 
ship, establish personal relations with their elders. But on the other 
hand this type of voluntary association is not wholly beneficial, for 
the effect is also to accentuate the Pe of the most advanced 
specialists against common men and the common way of life. The 
lone specialist, cut off by his very learning from the sympathy of 
mankind, is a pathetic figure. He may return upon the critics, who 
characterize him as “dried up,” scorn for scorn and look for his 
reward to future generations, but he is in some need of human 
companionship. With a group of associated specialists the case is 
otherwise. They derive mutual strength from union and it seems 
unfortunately too true that the attitude of the most advanced thinkers, 
the men who just now are determining the ideals of the race, is largely 
disdainful of common men and skeptical as to the idea of true democ- 
racy. This is not merely a figure of speech. ‘The editor of a great 
modern encyclopedia reports to the writer that scientific experts, as 
a rule, not only disdain to “write down” to the masses the results 
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of their investigations, but appear, when they condescend to the attempt 
to do so, to be incapable of making themselves understood by com- 
mon men. The prejudice of the common mind against specialists 
and the corresponding embittered hauteur of advanced thinkers 

toward the masses throw into strong relief the extremes of the gulf 

by which society threatens to become divided. 

ORTUNATELY, the principle of voluntary association is 
EK rapidly producing a new type of social institution from which 

there seems to be abundant promise. This is the voluntary 
association for social service, of which the Society for the Prevention 
of Tuberculosis may be taken as a type. Associations of this sort - 
are composed of two classes of persons, shading gradually into one 
another; and, in opposite directions, merging into the mass of com- 
mon men upon the one hand and into the scientific associations upon 
the other. One new and most interesting type is the modern social 
worker, the man (or woman) who perhaps al very little more 

about technical aspects of the prevention of tuberculosis than does 
the common man; but who sees the need and possesses the social 
sympathies, the tact and insight needful to disclose the remedy to 
those who are afflicted. The opposite type is, of course, the trained 

medical man or the social worker. He has advanced in the way of 
specialization so far as to meet upon a footing of discipleship, if not 

of equality, the leaders in medical or other research in a given direc- 
tion. But he has now faced about and is directing Fis energies 
toward conveying to the common mind the needful accession of 
knowledge that will enable humanity in the mass to effect cures and 
avoid contagion. Such an institution as the New York School of 
Philanthropy, where the humblest social worker may come in con- 
tact with the most advanced philanthropic thought and training, 
stands as a milestone of human progress. Perhaps no more signifi- 
cant institution exists today. 

The name of these voluntary associations, which extend the left 
hand, nearest the heart, to the common man, and the right hand of 

intellectual fellowship to the most advanced scientific thinker, is 
legion. ‘There is perhaps a tendency to overdo the remedy and to 
create unwisely a multiplicity of associations. Indeed we are still 
on the backward track from extreme specializing and this principle 
has not yet lost its hold upon us. The very associations that are 
counteracting the evils of too much specialization are themselves 
specializing. Indeed, along each of the radial lines of scientific in- 
vestigation a voluntary association is springing up, valuable in itself, 
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but mischievous in so far as it is indifferent or even detrimental to 
other efforts. 
a the best illustration of the danger of over-specialization, 

even in efforts that are themselves social and synthetic in their tend- 
encies, may be found in the difficulties inevitably met in small towns 
and aes in establishing branches of the various national organiza- 
tions. ‘There are in a given village but few persons of sufficent initia- 
tive, courage and enthusiasm to inaugurate a campaign of any kind. 
Let us say that there are three. One chances to become interested 
in the movement against Child Labor, another in that for the preven- 
tion of Tuberculosis, and the third specializes against Cruelty to Ani- 
mals. Each attempts to organize locally. Each appeals to the 
public for funds to support.the respective national organizations. The 
obvious result is unwise duplication of machinery, inadequate organ- 
ization and support, temporary and sporadic effort. What is wanted 
in every village and heal is a federated local body that shall repre- 
sent and keep in touch with every worthy national movement. 

HE next step obviously is an ultimate association of associations, 
—a federation or merger of all those who, having pursued the 
path of specialization until they felt the tug of social sympathy, 

have faced about and are now seeking, from the so-called “sociologi- 
cal point of view’ and in the new spirit of so-called “philanthropy,” 
to bring back to common men the gold and gems and other merchan- 
dise that the pioneers have unearthed in newly discovered fields of 
learning. To make the whole movement concrete and give it a 
visual image in the imagination, let us assume the possibility that 
every national or international voluntary association, either for the 

advancement of learning or the betterment of human life, could be 
housed under a single roof in New York City, or otherwise. Let us 

suppose further that the official heads of these various associations 
should form a democratic body somewhat analogous in influence 
to the Royal Society of Great Britain, or the Academy of France, with 
an executive head and adequate organization. ‘Thusif every voluntary 
association of sincere purpose and substantial merit would find its 
efforts focused upon a single point, would not the effect be to accom- 
plish in the largest fashion the good results that have already ac- 
crued, in the special field of charities, through the Charity Organi- 

zation of New York, in the efforts of the Twentieth Century Club 
of Boston, and otherwise? The conception appeals to the imagina- 
tion and who shall say that it is not within the possibilities of coming 
years ? 
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The existence of such an institution would, of course, be instantly 

made known by the periodical press throughout the rank and file 

of democracy. Once admit the thought that any person in need of 

guidance how to aid his fellow man could, by addressing a letter to a 

single individual,—the executive head of the ultimate association 

of associations,—obtain the best available knowledge and most 

adequate possible coéperation, and one is at the brink of a new re- 

vival of the principle of democracy greater than the world has ever 

seen. The conception is perfectly simple. The task of society, 

proadly speaking, is to transmit to the rising generation with usufruct 

its heritage from the fathers. The principle of specialization con- 

templates dividing individuals, families and communities along lines 

of special interests and transmitting to each piecemeal a fraction of 

the race knowledge. 

HAT is wanted is a new type of institution and a new educa- 

W tional propaganda which will contemplate nothing less than 
Y focusing upon the individual the entire race knowledge in 

its adaptation to the common life. And this must be done, not by 

taking the boy or girl away from the family, still less by alluring 

visions of inaccessible rewards and distant distinctions,—but by 
dignifying the common life. What our boys and girls want is to learn 
how to be happy at home; how to make the old farm pay; to overcome 
the loneliness and the inertia of rural life; to conquer disease, vice 

_ and ignorance,—not to run away from them; to transform housework 

into domestic economy; to make social life educational, home life 

artistic. The waters of learning, so long dammed into reservoirs, 
to be sluiced off through the exclusive mill-wheels of the college and 
university system, must be tapped and led abroad to irrigate the farms 
and the gardens of common men. The university of the people, 
which will mean that men can get all that is valuable of the higher 
learning at their own firesides and at intervals in the occupations 

of common life, can no longer be regarded as an impossibility. It 
may be said, with safety, that it is at hand. Some men will continue 
to specialize. Others will go abroad to bring home again the results 
of their labors. But the dawn is at hand of a renascence of Democ- 
racy, when the life of the farm, of the work-bench and of domestic 
labor will be regarded as the ideal life, because the individual worker, 
without leaving his natural environment, will be admitted to a full 
share in the total enlightenment of the race. 
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THE PLACE OF PHOTOGRAPHY AMONG 
THE ARTS: ITS PROGRESS AS REVEALED 
IN THE RECENT INTERNATIONAL EXHIBI- 

TION: BY GILES EDGERTON ‘ 

gaia VL Oe active, vivid, useful, new, Western, 
‘ie. as up to the present had a hard time getting “into 
be Do society’’—as represented by the so-called fine arts. 
a7 “@| These very exclusive arts—fine perhaps because use- 

: a less, with high barriers shutting out the vulgar indus- 
= trial arts—have since the first success of ne Photo- 

Secession school regarded the artist-photographer as 
a bold climber, a pretentious parvenu, all very well in his proper place 
as a mechanic or mere scientist, but not to be allowed the slightest 
opening wedge of admission among the fine, the creative arts, those 
who claim as their ancestors imagination and spiritual insight. Into 
this aristocracy of achievement photography was not to be admitted 
solely because of that low associate, that mere workman, the camera. 
The chisel and brush and pen held back in scorn at the idea of com- 
panionship with anything so utilitarian as a plate or a film. 

In England, Germany, France, these boundaries in art were for 
years accepted without question and with the humility proper in 
countries lies class distinctions rule all phases of expressive existence. 
But America revolted. ‘The younger photographers of this country 
went about their work quietly, saying nothing at all about art, in no 
wise seeking to imitate the ways of the painters, asking nothing and 
pretending nothing, but working constantly with sneer son, skill, 
patience, to prove their belief that the camera could be made as 
fluent and subtle a medium of expression as brush and paint or chisel 
and stone. This spirit has naturally resulted in such extraordinary 
progress that others besides the photographers are beginning to ask, 
**What of photography as an art? How is such achievement to be 
ranked ?”’ «« What is the work displayed in the International Exhibit 
of Pictorial Photography recently held in New York at the National 
Arts Club if we hold back the word art in connection with it?” Asa 
matter of fact, during the exhibit one frequently heard the point of 
view expressed that not only had photography grown to be recognized 
as one of the arts but, because of the quality of its development, 
essentially an art closely and intimately related to American civiliza- 
tion—revealing as it does imagination, vividness, sincerity, audacity, 
the pioneer spirit, an appreciation of science—all characteristics 
whieh seem native to the America of this century. 

Of course, no one dreams of contending that photography origi- 
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THE PLACE OF PHOTOGRAPHY 

nated in America or that some isolated examples of very good early 

work have not been produced in other countries. The proposition 

which we wish to make is solely that the big, intelligent vital work 

which has lifted photography into a new realm of action and at least 
out into the discussion of the arts, had birth in America. The idea 
of “modern photography” first appeared in America some twenty- 
five years ago, when Alfred Stieglitz and a few other workers got 

together to test their power over the camera. Seven years ago the 
work of these men and women crystallized in the Photo-Secession 
Club, which is now recognized as possibly the most active organiza- 
tion for modern photography in existence, although the Linked Ring 
of London and the Kleeblatt of Vienna are associations which are 
doing vigorous work for a more final development of the “art.” 
But one feels in the work exclusively Continental that the attitude 
has been rather to prove how nearly like painting it was possible to 
make photography, whereas the purpose of the Photo-Secession 
Club and the American photographers has been rather to develop 
the “‘art’”’ along its own lines, not to make of it near-painting or near- 
etching, but just simply photography with any possibility of de- 
velopment which could be discovered by the help of sunlight, lens 
and film. These modern American photographers are not working 
with the camera because they are poor painters or because they want 
to be painters, but because the thing they seek in life, the beauty they 

behold, they can best express through this particular medium; in 
fact, the medium to them seems the best possible means of expression 
they can find. No subject is too unusual, too subtle for their skill, 
no quality of atmosphere or temperament too elusive for them to seek 
to fix it permanently for the glory of photography. Wheresoever 
the painter, the sculptor, has strayed for inspiration, these fields they 

are invading. They seek to plumb the depth of the human soul, to 
penetrate deep into the psychological mysteries which Nature holds 
veiled from the mere intruder; day-dawn and twilight, sunlight and 
mist, a child’s tenderness, a mother’s yearning passion, the essence 
of that final last intangible relationship between sentient life and 
Nature, all these things they question and study and strive to express 
according to their individual interest and understanding. 

NSTEAD of struggling to tear down the limitations established 
for them by the traditions of the older arts, they soon forgot that 
there were any limitations. As they worked they ceased to be 

conscious of anything that could hold the camera back from excur- 
sions out in the land of poets and philosophers. And the force back 
of all this American movement in photography was the awakened 
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soul of a new nation seeking a new means of expression, and finding 

it along lines sympathetic to the nation’s purpose and growth. 'To 
evolve a new art or a new expression through art, is that too stupen- 
dous a task for the people in process of evelaing a new civilization,— 
more particularly when the medium of expression seems so utterly in 
harmony with the new kind of civilization ? 

What has been achieved in the evolution of this “art”’ was shown 
most convincingly at the recent photographic exhibition. The ex- 
hibit as a whole was black and white, although some very interesting 
color photography was shown, but with the exception of the lack of 
color in the bulk of the photegraphs, it would perplex one to say just 
what qualities photography lacks which we characterize as essential 
in the graphic arts. “What is it, then, that we insist upon in painting 
and sculpture? What more than composition, technique, light, the 
vision of beauty in existing conditions and the expression of individ- 
uality through the medium used? For instance, we do not ask color 
of the sculptor, or form in the mass of the painter. Each art finds 
acceptance with its own limitations by the public. And in photog- 
raphy the characteristics we find, quite ore from the mechanical 
process, are composition, technique, in the most real sense of the 

word, light, in the most extraordinary and subtle variation accordin, 

to the imagination of the photographer, the capture of a seca 
beauty perhaps impossible to either painter or sculptor, and as wide 
a range of expression for personal individuality and national char- 
acteristic as the artist is great enough to set free. The Bee 
men like Steichen, Stieglitz, White, women like Gertrude Kasebier, 

Alice Boughton, Annie Brigman, are each one taking part in the 
artists’ universal search for beauty, to hold it captive in their own 
way, to separate it from the beauty all the rest of the world sees by 

expressing it through their own personality. An artist is great as his 

range of beauty vision is wide, and is greatest as his vision is without 

boundaries and his power of expression adequate to his apprehension 
of beauty. 

But why specialize in art? Why should the painter of portraits 
ignore the vague gray beauty of evening mists, the portrayer of sun- 

sets shut out the glow of soul to be found in the human face? Nature 
reveals the same beauty to all, musician, painter, poet, according to 

his capacity; she finds no class distinction in art. She fears no mis- 
representation because her great gift of sunlight is permitted to help 

work the magic of rendering permanent some phase of her glory. 
For every man there is a final last perfection in Nature if he has 

the vision and the power. Nature has no reserves of her charm; she 
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does not portion it out, one kind and degree for one group of workers 

and a limitation for the others. 

T THE International Exhibit of Photography it. was the pur- 

A ose not only to show what had been accomplished in every 
fad. but also the relation of this accomplishment, the in- 

dividual variation, yet the presentation of type. There was the 
complete history of the art pictorially shown, including the most 

interesting achievement of ne France, Germany, Austria and 
America. It gives one somewhat a sense of astonishment to realize 
how absolutely the national characteristics of a people are shown in 
the Be agrephy of that people, just as they are in the graphic arts, 
in music, in literature. It was possible at this exhibit to go from 
one section to another and without previous knowledge of the pictures 
to place them nationally. There was in the German photographs 
the same expression of the New Art that was manifest at the German 
Loan Exhibit at the Metropolitan Museum; in the French section 
there was the real love of the picturesque in landscape, the interesting 
management of Plein Air effects, aud again the artificial gaiety and 
the falee conception of what is essentially beautiful in face and figure. 
The Viennese photography, like the Viennese people, was rather 
confusingly cosmopolitan, extraordinarily clever, with the greatest 
perfection of detail and a distinct ere: of the beauty of simple 
things, yet shown in the most formal fashion. England, although 

achieving the earliest distinctively significant photography, has 
progressed more slowly, more reticently, until within the last year 
or two, and in this later work the influence of American photography 

is distinctly shown. But throughout the exhibit there was the in- 
dividuality of the photographer, the racial quality of the nation dis- 
pe. as inevitable as in facial expression or an accent. It had as 
ittle to do with the mere mechanical contrivance as though shown 
on canvas or in marble. Of the American work we have already 
spoken. Its qualities of enthusiasm, courage, perseverance, vivid 
imagination and the desire to make use of every scientific appliance 
for the furtherance of the expression of beauty are most character- 
istically American and most important in the development of photog- 
raphy both in this country and in others. 

The most interesting early expression of what is called modern 
photography ;—that is, the art suggesting imagination and individ- 
uality—is on record in England, the work of David O. Hill. For- 
tunately for the history of photography some negatives of Mr. Hill’s 
made in eighteen hundred and forty-three have been preserved. 
Prints from these negatives were executed by Mr. Coburn and dis- 
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played at this exhibition. The work possesses a most interesting 
human quality, showing a very definite appreciation of composition 
and a knowledge of the values of the right placing of light. 

Another early English photographer whose work is of marked 
significance, yet without apparently in any way influencing the progress 
of the art, was Mrs. Julia Cameron, who lived and reheat at the 
time of the Pre-Raphaelite artists, many of whom were her friends 
and the influence of whose work is most manifest in her prints. One 
also recognized some very interesting work by a more lee English- 
man, Craig J. Annan. ‘There was rare beauty in his photograph 
called “Lombardy Ploughing Team’’ and in the portrait, “Janet 
Burnett.” This work was in a more modern style and suggested a 
knowledge of American achievement along these lines. 

F THE American work which really deserves mention in such 
an article as this there would be more than enough to fill all 
the pages. First of all, when have the lovers of photography 

seen anything that could compare to the exhibit by Eduard Steichen, 
—such flexibility and variation of method, such imagination, such 

spiritual insight into the last poetical beauty of Nature and such 
mastery of light and shade! Again, take the work of Clarence White. 
The handling of light which this artist shows in photography would 
be exceptional in the kind of painting which we most ike to see. 
Mr. White’s work is full of a delicacy of fancy, which of course, 
means poetry, or at least the equivalent insight. Alfred Stieglitz’ 
photographs, especially of New York life, the “Snow Scene’ and 
the “Railroad Yard,” place his photography among the very best 
in the exhibition, and it is interesting to remember that some of his 

work, some of the most significant of it even, extends back as far as 
eighteen hundred and ninety-two, when such photography was rare 
in any country. While Mr. Stieglitz is in mind, it is only just 
to mention how widely he contributed to the success of this ex- 
hibition. He not only led up to the possibility of it by the series 
of exhibits at his own galleries, the Photo-Secession; but loaned, as 

T understand it, from his rare private collection, many of the 
pictures exhibited, so complete an exposition being impossible with- 
out his codperation and interest in photography extending back 
for years. ia dastentl also that the inception of the idea of this 
International Exhibit was J. Nilsen Laurvik’s. In the final arrange- 
ment and hanging of the photographs he was assisted by Alfred 
Stieglitz, Alvin Langdon Coburn, George H. Seeley, Paul B. Havi- 
ie and Clarence White, having also the artistic aid of Frederick 
S. Lamb, chairman of the Art Committee of the National Arts Club. 
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“CADIZ”: FROM A PHOTOGRAPH 
BY ALVIN LANGDON COBURN,
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WITHOUT 

But to return to the photographs of American contributors, we 

wish especially to speak of the seven pictures shown by Gertrude 

Kasebier, revealing as pt did her wide human range of interest 

and her extraordinary skill as an artist in photography. 4 

those shown the “Rodin,” the “‘Heritage of Motherhood,” an 

“The Red Man” have already appeared in THe CrarrsMan in an 

article about Mrs. Kasebier’s work, published in April, nineteen 
hundred and seven. Perhaps it is also well to mention here that 
an illustrated article about Mr. White’s work appeared in January, 
nineteen hundred and six, on Mr. Seeley’s work in December, nine- 
teen hundred and seven, and, unless I am mistaken, the first article 

published about Mrs. Brigman appeared in Tur Crarrsman for 
September, nineteen hundred and seven. The fact that articles on 
the work of these photographers have already been published and illus- 
trated in THe CrarrsMaNn accounts in part for the reproduction of 
their work not appearing in the present article. It has been necessary 
for us to divide our few pages of illustration between five nations. 
The two pages which we could use for American reproduction it 
seemed best to give to the work of artists newer to the magazine. As 
a matter of fact, to do justice to all the work in the American section 
of this International Exhibit, it would be necessary to use every 
picture page in this issue of Tue Crarrsman. For we should like 
to publish another collection of Mrs. Brigman’s work, “The Bubble,” 
“The Echo,” “The Source.” From the collection of photographs 
of Alice Boughton it would be difficult to select. A better portrait 
of Maxim Gorky the writer has never seen. As for her photo- 
peek “The Seasons,” it is of rare beauty in composition, texture 
and handling of light. ‘Those who made a special study of the color 
work at this exhibition will have a fresh conception of the extraordi- 
nary beauty and interest possible in this branch of photography. 

WITHOUT 
GAINST the twilight gate of death 
Hope beats her pallid wings in vain; 
The black night settles and the rain 

Joins warnings with the wind’s harsh breath. 
Witt1am Norturor Morse. 
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HOW MEDIZVAL CRAFTSMEN CREATED 
BEAUTY BY MEETING THE CONSTRUCTIVE 
PROBLEMS OF GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE: 
BY ERNEST A. BATCHELDER 

“Mankind was never so happily inspired as when it made a cathedral.” 
—Stevenson, 

or )T' IS one thing to achieve beauty on a basis of logical 
ph i | construction; quite another thing to make a studied 
a ee ( | display of structural features as ie aim and end of a 

Yayo, Wy beautiful design. The modern designer frequently 
| assumes too large a measure of virtue in the emphasis 

| OG) of construction. Distinction is given to forms which 
may well be as unobtrusive as is the skeleton in the 

human figure; we know it is there; but it is only a necessary basis 
for the beauty that envelopes it. With the idea that there is a peculiar 
merit attached to constructive elements, ponderous hinges, some- 
times useful, often useless, are fastened to the exteriors of doors; 
bolt heads and rivets are multiplied, frequently faked; a tenon with 
its key becomes a special habliys huge cobblestone piers, designed 
to impress us with a sense of supported burdens sometimes fall fon 
their own weight. It is true that the past teaches us that a sound 
logical construction was one of the bases of fine craftsmanship; but 

it whi only one of the factors that contributed to the beauty of the 
whole. 

There is, for example, no finer piece of constructive work, of 
joinery pure and simple, than the choir stalls of Amiens Cathedral. 
Yet it certainly is not of carpenter’s work that we think first when 
we stand before those stalls. The technical questions involved in 
construction do not intrude upon our attention; they are subordinated 
to higher claims for beauty which the craftsmen sought to achieve. 
We know that during the many years given to the erection of the 
stalls the workers must have been intimately concerned with and 
keenly interested in the structural problems that arose; but it was 
all a means to an end, not an end sufficient in itself. A test of the 
beauty must be sought in the composition of the whole and the parts, 
and the interpretation which the craftsmen ee to the life and 
thought of their time. We are first interested in the unity of the 
whole scheme, in its lines, forms and proportions; we note how con- 
sistent it is with its environment, its pinnacles reaching upward with 
the piers that support the vaults so high above. We then pass to the 
details and find that they repeat the pointed arches ad traceried 
windows, with greater enrichment, perhaps, as becomes a translation 
of those forms into wood. Then we note the subtle charm of the 
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ing, the numerous figures, what they are doing and what message 

a ie Bauiat to Les. how clearly they reflect the life that moved 

about the church, in and out of its porches; we may know just what 

kind of people they were, their ideals and how they dressed. And 

then, if our interest is deep enough, we shall seek to know how it-was 

done, by what consummate skill of craftsmanship the materials were 

shaped; each mark of the tool brings us close to the workers; we may 

and ourselves planning and building with them; their problems be- 

come our Eeiblems, tt our imagination holds true the centuries are 

readily slipped aside and we may find ourselves back there in a litter 
of shavings, with the smell of freshly wrought wood in the air, in close 

communion with those same people who peer at us in quaint wooden 
imagery from the stalls today just as they were caught in the living 
form in the long ago. 

HERE are three factors that combine to give unique character 
| to Medieval work. They may be briefly summarized as 

follows: First,—an intimate knowledge of tools, materials and 
constructive problems; a frank acceptance of all functional demands; 
second,—an intuitive feeling for good composition, proportions, the 
relation of lines and masses; third,—the personality of the worker, 
the fact that he had something to say that was worth while and which 
reflected so clearly the life and thought of the times in which he lived 
and worked. It is in the nice adjustment of these three factors that 
we find the best achievements. ‘There are few buildings more noble 
than Notre Dame, of Paris, even though its builders left it incomplete, 
without its dominant spires. To follow the development of its con- 
struction, to trace its various elements back through a long line of 
earlier churches, to study the way in which materials were employed 
to the utmost advantage;—these questions, while they take us close 
to the workers, do not, of course, explain the beauty of the product. 
We must turn to the two other factors mentioned in our summary. 
The Medieval craftsman was brought up on the job. To become a 
master he must first become a good workman, must uphold the tradi- 
tions of his craft, the standards of his guild. Logical construction 
was in the line of least resistance. There was no other path open to 
the mastership than to begin at the bottom of a trade and work up- 
ward. It was the use that a man made of his technical skill that 
counted. A product will always rise to the level of the worker,— 
never higher. A man does not draw music from a violin; he 
alg musi¢ wmto it. The builders of Notre Dame did not create 
beauty from. stone or from constructive elements; they put beauty 
into those things. That is to say, the beauty was within the men else 
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it never would have appeared in their work. ‘To create fine work 
is to give definite form to fine ideas. 

The eminent French architect Gaudet has prepared in one of his 
volumes two plates that offer an instructive comparison. In one 
plate is a section from a Gothic cathedral with the flying buttress 
system devised by its builders; in the other the same cathedral with 
a buttress system planned in accordance with modern engineering 
practice, every thrust and counter thrust carefully plotted on paper 
with an eye to the economy of materials. One sees that if technical 
matters alone had furnished the clue for the builders they never 
would have brought into being such a church as Notre Dame or 
Amiens. They might have hastened by several centuries the engi- 
neering feats of today and made building a science rather than an art; 
but they never would have develused that architecture which we 
know as Gothic. It was Gothic thought that gave life to the work 
of theirhands. The cathedral enclosed anidea. It was the expression 
of a thought that was close to the lives of the people. The form in 
which the thought was expressed may be traced back to the materials 
at hand, to the practical skill of the builders; their feeling for good 
composition led them to a beautiful adjustment of those forms; but 
it was the thought that furnished the motive power which made the 
thing go, which gave it life, force, character. ‘ 

Leaving the construction entirely aside for the moment one may 
follow the Tagline the height and the decadence of the cathedral 
builders from the composition point of view alone. Compare then 
such churches as the Abbaye aux Hommes of Caen, Notre Dame 
of Paris and Saint Maclou of Rouen. The very simplicity of the 
scheme in the first becomes more satisfying as one makes closer 
acquaintance with it. It presents a toate without enrichment 
except at the portals. Its big buttresses divide it into vertical space 
relations, held together by a few well placed windows. Everything is 
subordinated to the dominant uplift of the spires. The eye moves 
upward unconsciously through the rhythmic increase of measures; 
it is one of those churches on which the spires seem actually to reach 
upward. The massive simplicity of the facade serves as a refreshing 
contrast to the strong movements above. 

In Notre Dame there is a more subtle relation of space and mass, 
of line and form, a greater refinement of all the parts. It strikes just 
the right balance between constructive logic and fine feeling. ‘The 
scheme of the builders may be seen in Figure One. The relation of 
the different parts is more interesting than in the former church; the 
enrichment is built up with the design, and occurs at the points where 
it becomes most effective. Note the value of the horizontal band of 
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at sculptured figures composed of vertical 
; motifs, and compare this band with the 
* one above. As a composition pure and 
! simple, down to the last detail, it leaves 

et no possible opportunity for a change from 
» the scheme to which its builders worked. 

~4| The structural basis afforded by the 
i Abbaye aux Hommes has arrived at its 
1 finest possible expression. 

ey, Saint Maclou is not, of course, a 
+ church of the same order as these two. 

| It is smaller, hence it seems quite proper 
7 that it should be richer in detail. It fol- 
|, lows Notre Dame by two centuries and is 

ricune one. Quite as its builders left it, with the excep- 
tion of a modern spire which replaces 

an old one of wood. It is plain that a turning point has been 
reached; that constructive skill has come to a climax. The builders 
hesitate at nothing; they are literally exultant with the victory which 
they have achieved over stone. ‘They have spun a web of fancy over 
every portion of the church. It seems as if the challenge of the 
wood carvers and goldsmiths has been accepted; the building has the 
quality of a finely wrought piece of jewelry. The consummate 
technical skill of the craftsmen is coming to be a greater force than 
their feeling for big, simple proportions. The lavish enrichment is 
ae in keeping with the changing spirit of the time. ‘The persistent 
thought which held the builders to their task at Notre Dame is wan- 
ing. The deep current of that unquestioning faith, strong, emotional, 
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which led men to subordinate themselves without regard for personal 
credit or material gain at Chartres, which carried the Crusaders - 
across Europe to the Holy Land, is at an ebb. 

HE credence in Figure Two bears somewhat the same relation 
to cabinet making that Notre Dame does to cathedral building. 
It possesses that subtle charm of composition which leaves one 

with a feeling that no line or form, space or mass can be changed 
without destroying the unity of the whole, It is music and poetry 
wrought into moot 

"The same development of execution and composition found in 
the churches follows throughout the craftswork of the time. In the 
beginnings of each craft there is crudeness of execution, a putting 
together of simple lines and forms in a rude and simple way. But 
the result has potential strength; the purpose is there, the thought 
is there; the refinements of expression will come in due season. ‘The 
finest periods of the various crafts do not, of course, coincide in point 
of time; each craft grew to its full strength as the demand which 
brought it into being increased. During the period of growth the 
beauty within the man seems always a little in advance rf his techni- 
cal ability to express it, an ideal just beyond reach. Then comes 
the fine period, just when the workers have succeeded in overcoming 
the many mechanical and technical difficulties that confront them, 
and finally the decline when the craftsmen become boastful of their 
prowess, when skilful technique becomes an end rather than a means. 
One may marvel at the technique of Benvenuto Cellini, yet turn with 

‘ deeper satisfaction to the work of many unnamed craftsmen who lived 
long before his time. 

‘Frequently on a piece of Gothic craftwork we may find such a 
naive legend as ‘‘Peter made me.’ Peter from the raw material 
fashioned something after his own nature,—simple, honest. He gave 
to it such beauty as he could; it may be that it is rude and unpolished— 
like Peter. We are sure that we can do a more finished piece of work 
with our own tools. Yet there is about this piece of work some in- 
definable quality which has brought it home to a fitting resting place 
in a gallery among the masterpieces. It is that factor which remains 
after all else has been properly analyzed,—that which makes art 
worth while. For if you scratch the surface of this thing you will 
find,—not mere wood, or stone, or iron,—but Peter. “re made 
“me;’ he gave me personality, some of the soul stuff of one whose 
emotions were real, and who put himself into his work because he 
loved it and had something to say. It satisfies the heart, though the 
head may find fault with its execution and composition. 
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Medieval sculpture is, gee<ea\ vital because it was pur- 

poseful; those who Co ES yi iby 5 it had a thought 

to express and they chose ecg) that form of expression 
which everybody under on w sd | stood Any eae e when few 
could read or write. The ey | world’s art that can be 
least spared was done in \iiiyg” Ros (y) places and at times when 
art was a common lan ua Ve iy | guage, its strength ae 
in ratio to the number Oe i es 4, who practiced art an 
the number who respond (ye\-Sj/) J ed toits appeal. It was 
a long refining process i SI vi from the rude, angular 

statue in Figure Three to Ne =a) that other statue at the 
portal of Amiens. But a \\\ Wiiitaf} the message was the 
same, each statue suffici ve 5 ent in its time and place, 
—a message from one ea man to his fellow men. 
The cathedral was the ne ny all !} common man’s Bible,— 
a “Bible in stone.” The Wess Oi) He story looked forth from 
the exterior, glowed in We yy) i wonderful colors through 
the windows, was painted ee, Wf ( i at the altars, carved in 
the choir stalls. The \Wiegin. Mt story was in the hearts 
of all the people; they oe rise al knew its forms and sym- 
bols, even though we " Ks ay sometimes follow them 
with difficulty. But even yee when we miss the story 
we feel the beauty of the MII work, because that which 
comes from the heart will always be beautiful, 
alive with human interest, BIGURE THREE’ a, personal history. 

That the sculpture should be an organic part of the architectural 
scheme of the church was natural when we consider all of the con- 
ditions under which it was produced. It was built up with the rest 
of the church, cut from the same material, by workmen who were 
“on the job,” who were familiar with all the problems that arose and 
who were actively codperating with their fellow workmen to a com- 
mon end. It was constructive ornament cut into the form of a 
message. 
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A GREATER SINCERITY NECESSARY FOR 
THE TRUE DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN 
ART: BY THE EDITOR 

}O WHAT extent can society promote art? Not society 
[ with a capital, but associated human interest—that 

rid 2 combination of civilized intelligence which is most 
ey fe] likely to unite into groups for the furtherance of some 
Wh, fy universal or personal purpose. Nowadays, just as 

soon as there is popular achievement, there follows the 
impulse to coe to express approval or to enlarge 

opportunity. Sooner or later the question is bound to arise as to the 
advantage of this sort of association, as to the real help a society can 
be to the individual. As, for instance, take the question of art socie- 
ties, to what extent does this codrdination of interest work for the big 
advancement of art matters in America? Are we a more developed 
nation artistically because of our art societies and leagues? Are our 
significant men in art placed in a better relation to the world and to 
each other through these associations? Are our students made more 
capable, more diligent, better craftsmen, more sincere, more useful 
to a nation needing art? What valuable influence do our societies 
exert? Are they progressive, moving along lines in harmony with 
various other channels or national progress ? 

As a nation we undoubtedly need all the help we can find among 
ourselves in matters of art. We have been alee to mature too 
rapidly, spending too little time in the nursery. We have core up 
so swiftly, much of the time self-supporting, that we have had too little 
leisure for art development in the Poustal days, when a nation is 
poetical, naive, full of simple enthusiasm, unstiffened by many coat- 
ings of culture, flexible to impressions from within and without, 
susceptible to home influences, finding inspiration at the doorstep, 
living in traditions and singing songs which are legends. We were 
old before we began to sing or to tell tales in verse or to ornament 
our daily life because we were intimate with it, and found time for 
the enrichment of what was best and simple. In other words, Amer- 
ica is a city-bred child, without the ey that roams the woods, 
dwells with the birds and listens to old folk tale about old hearth- 
stones. We were too busy when we were young, just learning to 
grow ne we were too anxious, too fretful, striving to manage, just 
a few of us, the biggest land in the world, to leave our minds at peace 
for inspiration ane open to the influences for beauty that are forever 

at hana among the primitive people of right leisure. 
We had a vast undertaking in taking away a huge country from 

the art-loving, right-thinking owners, the Indians, and we had this 
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From the 24th Annual Exhibition of the New York Architectural League. 

“THE PROPHETS”: DETAIL FROM “THE DIVINE 
LAW”: A FRIEZE FOR THE UNITED STATES CIRCUIT 
COURT, CHICAGO: BY W. B. VAN INGEN.
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From the 24th Annual Exhibition of the New York Architectural League. 

MUNICIPAL OFFICE BUILDING: (LOOKING OVER 

CITY HALL). DESIGNED BY MC KIM, MEAD AND 

WHITE: PRIZE WINNER IN THE CITY'S COMPETI- 

TION FOR A PUBLIC BUILDING.
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MUNICIPAL OFFICE BUILDING: DESIGNED FOR THE 

NEW YORK COMPETITION FOR A PUBLIC BUILDING 

BY HOWELLS AND STOKES,
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CENTRAL PANEL OF PEDIMENT FOR THE WISCON- 
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A GREATER SINCERITY IN AMERICAN ART 

same vast land to protect from others who arbitrarily and wrongfully 
desired to take it away from us. We were an isolated land and could 
not ask help from other nations. Other countries were willing to 
send us rulers, but not to help make it possible for us to rule our- 
selves. It was up to America in those early days, when most nations 
begin to establish an art, to give all its time and attention to “watch- 
ing out,” or else be eaten up by many kinds of kingly goblins. And 
so we grew to be a restless people, nervous, thin-voiced, self-conscious, 

fearful of criticism, and thus, imitative. Because the impulse to 
create had atrophied from the manner of our growth, we grew afraid 
of originality and we turned for art to nations who had grown up in 
a leisurely way through dozens of centuries, and whose art had found 
lace in all phases of their development. Thus we built foreign 

Boies, Bongkt foreign paintings and sculpture, stole foreign ideas 
(as absurd for us as a foreign accent) and for years forgot the very 
purpose of art,—to express for a land the impulse of its own people 
toward beauty. 

ND then we roused up a little, some of us‘a good deal. We 
A said, ‘‘We want to do somethin, original; we fe grown tired 

of the Greeks, the French, the english in our art; we will be 
bold, eccentric, American.” In the course of time we progressed 
beyond the confusion of originality with eccentricity and said, again, 
“We will hold to good foreign ideals and adapt them to American 
needs.” This for the time seemed better to us a the crude Ameri- 
can product. But think what it meant to adapt foreign ideals, 
Pick had grown up for centuries out of the desires of the over- 
civilized, over-cultivated people, to the needs of the practical, hard- 
working, strenuous American! Still, we did it; we dae a temple 
ey nally designed for Greek worship to the uses of a bank, where 
the business of a practical nation was carried on. We adapted the 
palace of an Italian nobleman with Medieval interests in hygiene 
and comfort to the home life of a democratic American family with 
modern standards of a wholesome rational existence. Yet through 
it all we still made some progress. And after carrying on our business 
in Greek temples and living our simple lives in Italian palaces, we 
moved a step further and began to form ourselves into societies and 
pen ie and we talked of the advancement of fine arts in America— 
and at that time we always used a capital F and A. At first, the 
idea of men and women workers andi themselves together into 
societies to aid each other in the development of art conditions in 
America seemed both laudatory and unselfish. “Surely,” we said, 
“this opportunity for advice, criticism, comparison, codperation 
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must help us to succeed in elevating the standards of art in our own 
country.”” Theoretically the idea was excellent, and in the beginni 
no doubt much was accomplished by gathering together the i 
of various artists, to attract public attention, to bible the critic to 
form a better standard of comparison, to encourage the students and 
force responsibility upon the older members. All this and more 
may have been the result of the first banding together of enthusiastic, 
sincere workers in art. And while the eptuee a which builds up 
an organization lasts there is life and valuable achievement; but once 
a society settles into a groove, with the older members devitalizing 
mentally as they do physiealy, the average association becomes little 
more than a tomb for past successes, and the younger generation 
must either battle or secede. Thus, one should not grow skeptical 
of the usefulness of an organized movement for art’s sake, but one 
should forever bear in mind that the value of each society in turn is 
ephemeral, and that by the time an association becomes old and 
dignified and famous, its usefulness is usually past, except as it breeds 
a spirit in the younger generation of branching out into fresh organi- 
zation and fresh hctievaciene 

And this brings us in America to such large and successful so- 
cieties as the National Academy and the Architectural League, both 
organizations of the highest artistic and social standing, admission 
to which is eagerly sought by the mass of the younger as well as the 
older men. And yet the outsider, who even if a layman nevertheless 
thinks about these matters, goes to these exhibits season after season, 
seeking anxiously for essentially good things from American artists, 
for an Pas of our own understanding of beauty in art and archi- 
tecture, for paintings and statues and homes and decorations which 
belong to democratic ideals and sincere ways of living and thinking. 
In the main one meets disappointment, finding instead of American 
ideals of simplicity and sincerity much of the former tendency to 
imitate, to readjust, to flirt with old-world, threadbare, devitalized 
ideals. We are surrounded with the concrete coe of almost 
every phase of European frivolity, rather than with the effort to set 
forth what we are in America by what we do. 

It would seem that when a builder builds in this country, as a 
tule he faces Europe, turning his back squarely on the land he is to 
build upon and the people he is to house; that when the painter paints he 
often led seeks to ignore the spirit of his own land, his own tempera- 
ment and the a his work is to make for his home country, and 
that instead he strives to secure the French point of view or an English 
mannerism or a Dutch method. It is not merely that he seeks the 
subjects for his art abroad, but that he seeks a foreign attitude of 
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mind toward his art; it is not merely that he usually ignores the 

beauty of his own land, but that when he comes to it he brings an 

ae 4 not a separation of the arts of different lands that we 

crave, for well we know how intimately all the arts of all nations 

and times are allied, and what a continued story art history is from 
century to century. There are no breaks, only periods of lesser 
endeavor. But in recognizing the continuity of art history and the 
necessity of its complete understanding, the value of the chapter each 

nation contributes to the general history depends upon its individual 
honesty, its purpose to be a sincere record of its own times. To 
make the American chapter of art of significance in such a history we 
must forget to imitate well and learn to create honestly. Instead of 
adjusting the poe of others to our art expression, we should 
study to understand completely the fundamental principles of all art; 
adapting these pee to our own individual expression of beauty 
rather than to copy the ways in which the artists of other lands have 
adapted them to their personal expression. ~ 

ND thus when we found ourselves (in spite of some very great 
A beauty to be seen at the Twenty-fourth Annual Exhibition 

of the Architectural League) looking about from wall to wall, 
in the main dissatisfied, or at east with only occasional flashes of 
interest, we naturally questioned as to the reason why. What does 
the exhibit as a whole lack? Why are we more or less indifferent 
to the well presented work of some three hundred and ninety-one 
artists, many of them famous? What do we demand in the art 
expression of America which we do not find on these walls? What 
element which makes a nation great in art is wanting here? And 
the more we studied and questioned and thought about it, the more 
utterly we were convinced that the great lack at this exhibit, as well 
as at many others in architecture and in painting, was significant 
originality. ‘The genuine creative spirit seemed to have gone to 
seed. And reduced to the final analysis, what is this significant 

creative ty in art beyond sincerity, thinking honestly and express- 
ing the thought you have about the vital conditions which surround 
you in the most individual way which the technique of your art will 
permit? In still simpler language, it is just being honest with your- 
self, with your country, with your art. Itis not a question of whether 
one thinks as a poet or as a realist; it is only essential that the way 
should be inevitable to yourself. Absolute honesty in art means 
that you are using every quality which you possess to the utmost 
advantage,—mind, brain, emotions,—that you are relating all of these 
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things to the life which you wish to express, that you say only what 
you think, whether it is greater or smaller than other people’s thought, 
and that you say it exclu in your own way. 

How much of this sort of truth telling was there at the recent 
exhibition at the Architectural League? Some, of course. In the 
mural decorations, “The Divine Law,” by W. B. Van Ingen; in the 
pediment by Karl Bitter, in the New York municipal building de- 
signed by Howells & Stokes, scattered about in the domestic archi- 
tecture of such men as Grosvenor Atterbury, Hunt & Grey, Wilson 
Kyre, Stephenson & Wheeler, Albro & Lindeberg, Squires & Wyn- 
koop, Price & King, Reed & Stem, Donn Barber, Cass Gilbert 
(whose stations for the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railway 
are a rare expression of architectural achievement for their own land), 
in the work of such a sculptor as Janet Scudder, and in the crafts- 
parebip of such a man as Albert Herter. Here indeed was the 
spirit of true art to be found, but perhaps you may have noticed that 
it was not taking prizes or winning spectacular approval or in any 
way dominating the exhibition. As a whole, the work was purely 
unitative. It was born in Greece, or in that ante-chamber to Cas, 
the Beaux Arts of Paris. It lacked significance, purpose, individ- 
uality and any sort of relation to American conditions, and because 
lacking these essentials it was devoid of honesty, however beautiful 
or apparently successful. Such an exhibition as a whole means 
nothing to us in the progress of our art, nothing in the development 
of our artists, nothing, less than nothing, in establishing a standard 
for the students who are to build and decorate for us in the years to 
come. It would have been better, infinitely more significant, if half 
the wall space could have been given up to the more practical build- 
ing industries, where art plays a part and sincerity is essential. 

HAT if we could have one room reserved for exhibits in wood 
W finishes, with all our beautiful inexpensive American woods 

in the various interesting simple finishes of which they are 
susceptible; finishes which seem to reveal the utmost rich beauty 
of wood that has been practically ignored up to the present time? 
Or what about a collection of the many American leathers, stained 
and treated for the utmost quality of beauty and durability; or a dis- 
play of wood carving showing in what pena ways modern wood 
carving could be related to American houses and interior decoration ? 
Why not have allowed space with good lights for American stained 
glass exhibits? It is aa known that the modern American stained 
glass is the most interesting and significant of all the work of this 
description of the present century. Why is it a more commercial 
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proposition than the window in which the glass is placed? Or we 

sagt have had a corner given up to metal work or pottery or rugs,— 

all adapted to the American homes and ways of me What a help 

such exhibits would be to the house builders, and what more appro- 

riate than that the best we are doing in architecture and house 
Pp. . 
adornment should find place together in our exhibition rooms ? 

“Commercializing art societies,” you say. Not one bit more 
than we have already commercialized them, and this without any 

idea of relating use to beauty. A well designed copper electric fitting, 

a rug of een in co fe in ee bp 

humorous and decorative, pottery out of our own clay and relate: 

to our own woods and color schemes, why are these essentially beauti- 

ful and American products any more commercial than designs for 

houses or railways or stations or churches? Who has taken upon 
himself to decide that a front porch is art and a well designed oa 
commercial, that a doorway aoe. from imagination and a meta 
fireplace is a vulgar expression of industrialism? As a matter of 
fact, we have become utterly confused in our feeling that there is 
need for an arbitrary division of the arts, and our scorn for the word 
industrial is just the ay of a nervous, new nation who, we feel 
confident, will grow in her capacity to honor work as she grows in 
wisdom and strength and courage. 
pe. what we need overwhelmingly here in America is to do 

away with all this fussing about the place of art and the position of 
our societies, and work fearlessly in whatever line we can best make 
aot to our country; studying the needs of our people, expressing the 
ife of the people, and expressing it well because we know it well. 
Let us be original because we dare to be natural, and natural because 
we have learned to be sincere. For, as we have already said, sin- 
cerity is what American art has most lacked, and fortunately for us as a 
country we are at last waking up to the fact that we cannot build up 
for ourselves an art that does not rest on an honest foundation. We 
have gt to learn to believe in ourselves and express what we believe 
in order to paint or build or model a lasting art in America. Some 
of our workers have already found this out, and those are the people 
whose work we ea to look at as we stroll indifferently past the walls 
of our leagues an societies, those are the men who have a spiritual 
patriotism, who know their own land, who achieve for it and bough 

it, and it is such men as these who will give us our permanent architec- 
ture, the right decoration for public ‘buildings, who will paint and 
cae mc art that will outlive the conditions they represent. And 
est of all, they will win for us as a nation respect and honor for our 

achievement. 
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CARVING AS AN EXPRESSION OF INDIVIDU- 
ALITY: ITS PURPOSE IN ARCHITECTURE: BY 

ERNEST A. BATCHELDER 

ee ARVING? The word at once turns one back into 
Meo\a i history much as the odor of sandalwood carries with 
4 NUT it the dreamland memories of the Orient. For the carver 
i pS } \\I in wood, like the goldsmith, the locksmith and the lead 
7 r\ ~..¥)| glazer, has long since passed from the ken of human 
| "| affairs, leaving only his handiwork as an attest to the 

sense of beauty that was within his heart. 'To be sure, 
there are many people busily engaged in carving wood at the present 
hour and moment, enthusiastic amateurs who find a justifiable pleas- 
ure in shaping forms with mallet and chisel; inventive persons who 
seek to accomplish with machinery a product sufficiently cheap that 
the poorest among us may have it spread over the surface of his fur- 
niture, if he so desires; in far away eres and Venice are workers 
so skilled that they can, literally, carve the old, old forms with their 
eyes shut and their minds in smug repose; away aa in the highlands 
of the Tyrol are others diligently plying their tools that the tourist 
may not depart enety hand | The chips still fly; but carving,— 
let us specify the case exactly,—carving as a logical enrichment of 
construction, as the final touch that gives life, character, style to one’s 
work, that reflects, as any art sha. something of the personality 
of the worker, and the environment in which his work is produced, is 
well-nigh a lost art. Our amateurs bravely essay chip carving, Norse 
carving, Medieval carving; but when we seek in modern work a piece 
of carving that is organic, expressive of thoughtful and skilled work- 
manship we find othe a broken reed from which the music has de- 
arted. 

A moment, though! Here comes a note, somewhat plaintive, per- 
haps, but clear and unmistakable. It is a note from a master crafts- 
man. Of course, there are more important productions in the world 
of art; but in the simple implement in Figure One an Indian of the 
Northwest coast of America, by following in his own instinctive fash- 
ion the impulse for beauty of some sort, has wrought in primitive form 
a valuable lesson in fundamentals. The simpler the lesson, the 
clearer the sermon. It is merely a tool for scraping hides;—this may 
stand for the zdea, a real need, something dere. With the need 
established, utility at once defined the general form and the con- 
structive elements,—handle of wood, blade of iron, the two bound 
together with rawhide thongs smeared with pitch. Now the artistic 
feeling with which Nature saw fit to endow this Indian was of the 
kind that finds expression in daily life and work; moreover, a man 
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a ee who is making a tool for 
= Sy his own use,—or a chair, 

ls GE or a house, for that mat- 

y} a ter—may be depended 
= (Legrarermnm = ~J upon not to ignore the 

Ne eee ere practical phases of his 
ricure one problem. Common sense 

‘ served to point the way at 

first; but then, as the idea began to take"definite shape in the mind of 

the worker, there entered the play impulse, the surplus energy that 

counts for beauty whether in a scraper ora Gothic cathedral, the im- 

pulse that is not content with adequate service alone. A few thoughtful 

touches of the knife, and an otherwise serviceable tool becomes an 

object of extreme interest, insistent in its personality,—call it beauti- 

ful or not according to the reader’s taste. Being a hunter, this 
Indian’s thought naturally evolved a beast-like motif; being a practi- 

cal man the form of the creature was ay governed by the func- 
tion which it had to perform as a handle, each part, body, legs and 
the long snout running out for a strengthening brace, fulfilling its 
purpose; and if you were to take the scraper in hand your thumb 
vad inevitably drop into a little hollow made for it between the ears. 
A far less skilful designer might have carved a far more realistic beast, 
and yet gone a long way astray from the very things that distinguish 
this little tool as dis work of a master craftsman. ‘The more one 
studies it, the more satisfying it becomes from every point of view. 
When we turn to more important products we find, after all, that it 
is only in degree, not in kind, that they differ from the work of our 
Indian carver. 

The pith of the sermon, then, is to be found in the intimate rela- 
tion of all the steps of the problem leading from the idea, through 
practical development 
to organic ornament RR 
expressing something KR Ak & 
of the personality of  (\ =e NBD > an 
the vather. The tail- a SE err 

takes us to an- \\ Weve) ss leah 56 @ a) other primitive worker t\\\ Sine Za | NG A 

on the other side of Ss cee) a, Vi 
the globe, in Java. a ee 
Apply for yourself the A\ "i gy 2S == a! y 
same reasoning as in I ———e 

the first exatiph. Fol- AGS Ae 
low the process from FIGURE TWO 
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the idea to its final expression. Here again mere adequacy is not 
enough; yet it may be seen that in seeking the curve of greatest effi- 
ciency for the handle the end of beauty has likewise been attained. 
The carving appears just where one would naturally expect to find 
it. The ale was not fashioned as an excuse for the practice of 
carving. The ornament was of spontaneous growth; it came at the 
in time and place, just as the vay push forth in the spring to 
clothe the bare trees with beauty; the leaves were there in the 
Master mind, even when the tree branches were clean cut against 
the winter sky,—and they came in due season. 

Figure Two carries us back a century or more to the humble 
Alpine home of a Swiss peasant. Here again was a need, a real cry- 
ing need, if one may so put it. The peasant worker was guided along 
precisely the same pathway that was pursued by the primitive crafts- 
men. ‘The cradle was doubtless wrought in the kitchen at the day’s 
end of work. Color adds much to the beauty, touches of dull brown 
and blue, a gorgeous time-toned red such as came out of Persia with 
the old rugs,—all mingled with the golden hue of the pine. From 
a rude peasant, too! A fitting ue that art and education do not 
always go hand in hand. A little sense of beauty in the heart ex- 
presses itself in ways that any amount of information about beauty 
in the head fails to achieve. The carving itself is crude enough, 
though our rough sketch does not do it justice; it was evidently done 
with clumsy tools and thought out in the wood as the worker pe 
gressed. It illustrates the maxim that the effect of the ensemble is 
more important than any of its details; or to put it another way, no 
amount of skilfully carved detail will make beautiful that which does 
not already ring true. Clumsiness with sincerity of purpose is much 
to be preferred to fine skill with no purpose. 

Now let us leave our Indian, scraping hides with all the enjoy- 
ment that a satisfied impulse for beauty may bring to him, likewise 
his primitive brother in Teds: and the more or less primitive peasant, 
for things of greater importance. With these people designing is 
something of an instinctive process, an unconscious and unaffected 
response to the appeal that is as old as the human race. With us 

designing,—or carving, which is only ae in terms of wood, 
—is an intellectual process; self-conscious and_ self-critical at all 
times, hedged about with traditions and precedents. A desire for 
carving—or to learn how to carve, comes upon us. We do not begin 
with a real need which may lead us to pee as a means of com- 
pi just as surely as the Great North Road leads the traveler to 

mdon. ‘Let us carve,” the amateur says; and straightway looks 
about to find an excuse for carving. It may be a panel to be built 
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CONTRAST OF GOTHIC STRUCTURE AND RENAIS- 
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THE PURPOSE OF CARVING IN BUILDING 

i iece of furniture by some worthy carpenter who is supposed 
ee Aaowldee of ioe furniture is built. The lumber i the 

anel comes from the mill, properly trimmed and smoothed ready 
he work. For a design we cast about to see what others have done 
in the past that may be suitably adapted to our purpose. Perchance 
we try a hand ata Fore chair. Fancy a Norse chair in a room with 
a Brussels carpet and a Grand Rapids chiffonier! 

ET us not expect the modern carver to evolve at once from his, 
L or her, inner consciousness a constructive design ae riately 

enriched with carving. The past should be studied, tought 
fully and sympathetically,—but as a means to an end, not as an end in 

itself. That which gives character to the work of the past followed 
upon long years of practice in the crafts of the wood workers. Let 
us paady thisie things to learn the lesson of how, where and why carving 
was used. Let us copy the past that we may learn how to carve, 
how tools were used to the best advantage, how the quality and grain 
of the wood influences the lines and forms of the design. ‘The painter 
works from the old masters to find out through practice how they 
worked, to get into close touch with painter mnads superior to his own. 
But if he continues to imitate, adapt, rearrange ae masters for the 
rest of his life we shall think him a very dull painter indeed. No! 
Me works from the masters that he may gain strength and assurance 
to speak out some day for himself and give expression to emotions 
of his own, or interpret for us the life mat environment about him. 

There is an dentable call for enrichment of some sort for the 
simple lines and forms which have been developing in architecture 
and furniture during the past few years. We have learned the value 
of good materials, honest workmanship, fine texture and finish. But 
let us not forget that these things came as a reaction against thought- 
less design and borrowed ornament. Let us appreciate fully that 
material itself, whether wood or iron, brick or stone, is inherently 
beautiful when thoughtfully employed; that a feeling for refinement 
of lines, forms, Ee tons, must precede any attempt at enrichment. 
With all this at heart let us then hasten slowly ;—see if we cannot learn 
to think in terms of wood construction, if it be carving that we wish ;— 
if there may not be in the form itself a clue to the position and char- 
acter of the carving, and in our own thought or in the boundless 
world of Nature about us another clue that may shape itself under 
our hands into appropriate enrichment. 

But the important things, for which we left our primitive workers, 
have been quite forgotten. Let us hark back to Mediaeval work 
shops, just such shops as one may find today, left over in the byways 
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of small, old-world towns. ‘The men who worked there were car- 

penters first, and turned carvers when the occasion arose. ‘This was 
not unusual, in fact, it was quite the method; the play of one mind 

brought unity to the result. And so again we find something logical, 
consistent throughout. The carving seems to drop in, like a wel- 
come friend, to add the final touch to our enjoyment. The Medieval 
carvers found suggestions from many sources about them,—from 
constructive forms as indicated in the March CrarrsMaN; quite a 
legitimate course when we consider the close codperation and remark- 
able versatility of the workmen of the time; from nature, ches 
treated in a wood-like way; from chivalry and its varied heraldic 
devices, then full of meaning, but now of no significance; from the 
rich symbolism of their faith. Many of their carvings served the same 
function as their sculpture, a story to tell or a moral to point; but 
wrought with true decorative feeling, flat masses in simple planes 
without perspective, the figures dressed in familiar costumes as in the 
choir stalls at Amiens and St. Denis. Through it all runs a little 
golden thread of humor, quaint and whimsical, always lovable. And 
why not? To carve in wood is a joy to the man who has any ideas 
worth carving. Why should not the pleasure of the worker bubble 
over into his work? Why should he put on goggles and look solemn 
when he is having such a good time? 

ATER on, in the Renaissance, what might be termed picture 
L carving was developed into remarkable productions of skill, such 

as the story of the crucifixion told within a form no larger than 
a walnut. In our illustration of a chest we come to that fascinating 
type of work made during the transition period,—the panels retain- 
ing much of the Gothic feeling, yet the whole frankly within the 
limits of the Renaissance. More lavish enrichment is the keynote 
here; and we begin to have a feeling that one man carved the panels 
and another man built a chest for them; in other words, the carv- 
ing did not grow up with the construction of the chest,—rather, the 
chest was an excuse for a fine bit of carving. We might mislay some 
of the ornament and never miss it, or shift it about into changed posi- 
tions, for it is no longer organic, a living growth. If one remembers 
the choir stalls from Perngth, there is the better spirit of the Renais- 
sance. 'These workers were sensitive to every subtle refinement of 
the lines and forms that they made and ea with a tool craft that 
knew the an and twist of the wood by heart. 

Not only in furniture did carving find a place, but in the larger 
forms of architectural construction as well. Warder down that nar- 
row side street in Lisieux.where stands the House of the Salamander, 
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battered and time-worn though it is, and note how the carved forms 

took shape in the workers’ minds from the huge oak beams of the 
timber construction. ‘There were many extensive forests of oak in the 

country about and timber as a building material was readily secured. 

Now a sound stick of oak to a man with a chisel in his hand and a : 

reasonable amount of leisure time is like pie to a hungry man,—he 
cannot resist the temptation to cut into it. Thus it came about that 

from the timbered construction of the time there opened another 

pathway into the use of carving as organic enrichment, leading in 

time to such ornate house fronts as that of the Maison of Diane de 

Poiters in Rouen. ; 
And so we might carry the story through many pages of history. 

We find that carving followed upon the heels of sound construction 

and that it invariably tells us of the time and place in which it was 
produced. Away in the Northland is one type of work, big, simple 
and flat, redolent of the salt winds, whispering sagas and folk-lore. 
In India is another type of work, an intricate maze of foliage and 
jungle creatures, wrought with the infinite patience that reckons not 
Be lapae of time. And still again in Japan another kind of carving 
in which all the music and poetry of Nature find expression. 

But whichever way we turn we find the same lessons awaiting us 
at the end:—First,—carving should be vital, an organic development 
from construction; it is only part of a design, conceived as part of a 
whole. ‘The use, form, function of the object, or of its parts, should 
furnish the clue to the position and influence the character of the 
carving. Second,—carving should be intimate, thought out by one 
who knows the carver’s tools, who can think in terms of wood, who 
knows how to carve, who knows every twist and turn of the wood 
She Third,—carving should be personal, not a mere oe of 
orrowed finery. By personal is not necessarily meant individual. 

It is ly that makes Greek, Greek, or Gothic, Gothic. We 
search the world over, look everywhere but within ourselves to find 
some opt to render with our tools, everywhere but to the abun- 
dant life about us to find some motif or suggestion. 

Beit WS “Mak — 
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CONVERTING BACKYARDS INTO GARDENS: 
THE HAPPINESS AND ECONOMY FOUND IN 
CULTIVATING FLOWERS AND VEGETABLES: 
BY MARY RANKIN CRANSTON 

{ Co ACKYARDS and beauty have not usually been con- 
3 \ ) » sidered synonymous terms. There is really no reason 
} =, Zo! why they should not be, however, for the backyard 
a (| f offers opportunities equal to those of a front garden 

| for attractive planting which will express the person- 
ma ality of the owner. The backyard naturally must 

be developed in a practical way, for its uses are so 
distinctly utilitarian, but hap ily in gardening the beautiful and 
the useful may harmonize. Phe spring sunshine is apt to remind 
the householder that the time has come to clear up ae beautify his 
house and lot, especially the backyard, whose unsightly tend tion 
after the neglect of winter calls aloud for attention. Aa Kipling tells 
the little boy in the “ Just So” song; 

“The cure for this ill 
Is not to sit still 
And frowst with a book by the fire; 
But to get a large hoe 
And a Sova also, 
And dig till you gently perspire.” \ 

Before undertaking a task so arduous, it is well first to be sure 
that the “large hoe and shovel also’’ will give the best results. If 
the backyard is in the condition which the builders of a new house 
have left it, it is probable that nothing short of a plow will break up 
the ree to a sufficient depth for fertilization, which it will certainly 
need. 

When this is done and the soil pulverized, the next step is to lay 
out the necessary paths, always remembering that the successful 
path is the shortest distance between two points, especially bearin; 
in mind the butcher boy and ash man, who will soon mark out Hon 
aths for themselves. Among the workmen’s debris which still 

fies the yard there may be some red bricks out of which a herring- 
bone brick walk could be made, the prettiest walk in the world for 
a garden, especially if it has a border of box or close clipped privet 
along either side. Some enterprising young women who Pe deter- 
mined to have an old-fashioned formal oe which was to cost 
nothing laid out such a herring-bone walk with their own hands. 
Cinders, good cinders, are also valuable for garden paths. 

Grass is unfortunately almost the greatest of luxuries, much more 
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WHAT VINES CAN DO FOR A SIMPLE BACKYARD: 

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE RESULT OF PRIZE VINE 

GROWING CONTEST INAUGURATED BY THE CLEVE- 

LAND CLIFFS IRON CO. 

SHOWING THE BEAUTY OF GOOD LAWNS AND VINE 

DRAPED WALLS IN A COMMON GARDEN,
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SOME FACTORY DWELLINGS WHERE NO EFFORT HAS 

BEEN MADE TO BEAUTIFY STREET, PATHS OR PORCHES,
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VIEW OF A GERMAN MANUFACTURING VILLAGE 

WHERE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE EFFORTS H AVE MADE 

THE SURROUNDINGS ATTRACTIVE,
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SHOWING THE USE OF MORNING GLORIES TO MAKE 

ATTRACTIVE A HUMBLE BACKYARD, 

BACKYARD OF A BUSY WORKMAN, RENDERED 

EFFECTIVE BY LABOR AND THE RIGHT USE OF A 

VERY LITTLE MONEY.



CONVERTING BACKYARDS INTO GARDENS 

so than people usually think, for grass seed is expensive and the 
preparation of the ground for its reception is more difficult than for 
vegetable or flower seeds. ; 

A brand new garden ought first to have an ideal, and then a work- 

able design, and as much as possible it should also be a place for 

pleasant remembrances, reminders of other spots from which plants 

and seeds have been collected, and an inheritor of the good things 
from the gardens of one’s friends. Every true garden lover will 
rejoice to gare her bulbs, excess of seeds and roots with others. A 
lady who is now raising fruit from seeds out of the Pope’s Vatican 
garden has a doubled pleasure in watching them develop. Bits of 
ivy collected from the palace of Caligula and from Tintern Abbey 
are now growing quite contentedly over American homes. Seeds 
may be sent by mail or carried by friends in order to make the new 
garden rich with pleasant associations. 

As one man’s meat is another man’s poison so the despised weeds 
of one ae would be accounted choice plants somewhere else. One 
of the Hawaiian diplomats carried American dandelions to Honolulu 
because he admired them so much. With all the wonderful profu- 
sion of bloom in the Hawaiian Islands there were no dandelions. 

FLOWER garden need cost almost nothing, for if there is no 
one else to contribute to the new garden, Nature will offer 
all her treasure of wood and roadside; a wild flower garden has 

great possibilities and the forest has young trees enough, and to spare, 
to give to all who ask. A clump of white birches or a young beech 
is worth a visit to the wood-lot. In the meanwhile something which 
will grow in a hurry is desirable to take away the painful newness 
of the backyard. First the garden should be planned with space 
enough allowed for clothes lines, and whatever greensward is desired; 
garden work must then begin in February or early March when sweet 
peas should be planted. “Ten cents’ worth of sweet peas will make 
a double row the length of a fifty-foot garden, and will answer for 
a division fence unless there is a fence already built, which they could 
cover. If the exposure is not very good, a straight line of cannas may 
be used effectively, for cannas are amon: in serviceable things 
which will grow almost anywhere, and can ofien be had for the asking 
from some neighbor who is probably groaning with more than she 
knows what to do with. Golden glow and chrysanthemums have 
the same tendency to overrun all creation and are usually an em- 
barrassment of riches to their possessors. 

__ The vegetable garden, if it is only as big as a pocket handkerchief, 
will furnish half a dozen kinds of vegetables for a quarter of a dollar 
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and some hard work. A parsley bed once started will last indefinitely 
if covered in the winter; as parsley germinates so slowly, lettuce seed 
may be sown with it, and the lettuce will grow and be eaten before 
the parsley needs the space. Parsley, lettuce, bush beans, radishes, 
Swiss chard, beets and onions would grow in a place twenty-five feet 
by twelve, and for another quarter of a dollar and an equal amount 
of space, one could raise as many flowers, taking care to plant those 
which will not all bloom at the same season. f 

In the shady spots lilies of the valley will grow, spread and bloom 
year after year. If they are not possible, another little journey to 
the woods will provide a perennial garden of slender fern fronds 
which will last forever. Another fine asset for the shady spot—the 
most pe problem for the amateur gardener—is calladium or 
“elephant’s ears;”’ they are not very cheap, costing as much as fifteen 
cents a bulb sometimes, but half a dozen bulbs will make a stately 
group in some dreary corner where even the optimistic nasturtium 
would give up the fight for life. 

Never forget the best friend of the forlorn garden plot and the 
impecunious pocketbook—nasturtiums. One can have them in pro- 
fusion for ten cents and in riotous masses for twenty-five cents, climb- 
ing ones to cover the unsightly places, and little bush ones for the 
empty flower beds. They are sturdy, independent flowers, too, and 
will just about take care of themselves. A real city backyard garden 
I knew grew a profusion of roses, practically defying all gardening 
laws, for the sun was on one side of the yard only until ten in the morn- 
ing and on the other after three in the afternoon, yet there were roses 
enough to deck the house in masses for a June wedding. Just why 
they grow so wonderfully well under no better conditions, no one 
knows except that there seems to be an understanding between plants 
and some Dont lovers which has not yet been quite explained. 

OU may prove to a busy brain worker that nee is as 
No for bade fag as a course at Muldoon’s, but when once you 
ave persuaded him to begin, it will be from no hope of advantage 

but from sheer love of the good brown earth that he will keep at it; 
for the pull of the soil, inherited from many ones eae isin most of 
us and gardening is an appetite which grows by what it feeds on. 

A garden spot in the city’s grimness has a real dollars and cents 
value, too, for scarcely any mundane toiler who must live where 
transit facilities and his inelastic pocketbook permit him but will 
thankfully rush to pay his rent where there is a breathing spot of 
greenery. 

In London there is a depressing row of uniform, jail-like houses, 
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i my even for Bloomsbury. Nevertheless they are 
eae because, behind the houses, the Duke of Bedford, 

who owns the neighborhood, has reserved a strip of land the length 

of the block Sich he keeps laid out and planted with annuals and 

Poh Ee eeaeaed gardener with an unsightly yard in a crowded 

street of a ts e town laid out a eae forty feet square. Around 

the sides she Thad a border two feet wide of lettuce and radishes. 

Down either side she had an Boe, bed of onions, beans and beets, 
and in the center a flower garden with zinnias, asters, poppies, balsam, 

phlox, bachelor’s buttons, marigolds and nasturtiums. As it was 

surrounded by an ugly fence, corn was planted around the sides for 

a screen. All of the seeds for this garden cost sixteen cents, and the 

simple directions for its care were to fertilize the soil, water well 

morning and evening and weed allthe time. ; 

One garden plot in the center of a small city is worth considering, 

because of its practical arrangement. It is only fifty-five feet wide. 

The actual he space in the rear amounts to about fifty feet square 
and in this space there is room for currants, raspberries, strawberries, 

rhubarb ne asparagus, which are perennial and after being once 
planted will continue to yield with care and fertilizing without in- 
creased expense for many years. T'wenty-five feet square is left for 
annual vegetables, which can be planted each year at a cost of two 
or three dollars, supposing one were to buy tomato, egg and Me 
lants already started; if seeds are used, of course, the cost will be 
a By carefully using all vacant spaces and planting lettuce, 
arsley and carrots, which are feathery and effective for that purpose, 

dcr borders, as many as ten or twelve kinds of vegetables can be 
placed in this small space. Beans, eggplants, peppers, onions, 
oe peas, beets, lettuce, parsley, radishes, carrots and Swiss 

chard are easy, quick growers. Tomatoes, pole beans and corn 
would be equally practical, but would exclude other vegetables. 
Many rope do not know that beets can be cut down and used for 
ceetg with advantage to the beet root and to the consumer, and that 
wiss chard is thoroughly successful in small gardens because it will 

grow again after it is cut; thus it can take the place of spinach for 
the hot months when spinach will do nothing. Currant bushes 
which can be kept well trimmed make a good dividing hedge and a 
profitable one, as well. One gardening enterprise which proves how 
profitably space can be utilized yielded enough currants to make 
sixty glasses of jelly, with fresh fruit to spare and share with the 
neighbors, and all from twelve well cared for bushes. Raspberries 
which are too trailing for a hedge are most effective as a covering 
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for an unsightly fence. An effective use of simple pergolas and 
trellises will beautify a small place and afford support and help in 
screening off little out-of-door nooks for the hammock or the tea 
table. the fifty-five-foot lot plan, of which we have spoken, a 
grape trellis supports sixteen grape vines. In another corner some 
grapes which had proved unsuccessful for eating yielded last year 
one hundred glasses of grape jelly and that with almost no culture. 
In this same garden plot there were six fruit trees, beds of roses and 
lilies, with space for annuals. A sundial was made by one of the 
family, the encasing box being wood filled with concrete. 

Probably there is no more ideally lovely vine in the world than 
the grape, and a little pruning and care will make it a dense and 
beautiful shelter from the sun and from the street’s publicity, while 
of all the odors in Nature’s pharmacy there is none so elusively sweet 
as that of young grape shoots in early summer. While the grapes 
are getting their start, their trellises may be covered for the first sum- 
mer with madeira or gourd vines, taking care not to plant them too 
thickly lest you smother the young grape vines. 

Gourd vines grow very rapidly, as Teaawe did of old. One gar- 
den which had a gourd vine growing near the street tempted all the 
neighbors to come and pes for a gourd which they marked with 
initials, cut with a penknife in the young green cups. When fall 
came and the vines succumbed to the frost the Heston arrived to 
collect their property of yellow gourd oupe There is nothing which 
better socializes a neighborhood than gardening. 

Only Jack’s bean stalk can rival Jonah’s gourd in rapid growth. 
There is a climbing bean which is not good to eat but Desattul to see; 
the leaves of it shade from green into softest brown with purplish 
undertones, the pods are long and brownish purple and the coms 
are exquisite tones of violet shading to brown. There are other 
gorgeous beans, some with scarlet and some with white blossoms 
which are good for food, and pretty and rapid of growth. For quick 
screening of bare fences or ugly objects nothing is better than the 
morning-glory. It responds at once to the least bit of care and will 
seon transferm an unattractive spot into a thing of beauty for all 
summer. 

APPY is the tenant who falls heir to the home of a garden lover 
H who has planted rhubarb or asparagus, fruit trees or grapes. 

An asparagus bed is a mine of riches in May and June, and old 
apple trees will benefit an entire sen There is so little we can do 
in this world which is at all likely to be remembered to our credit 
after us that we might at least, like Johnny Appleseed, plant fruit trees. 
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£ two old and rather neglected trees which in nineteen 

aoe ae nai bore nine barrels of hand-picked apples and half 

as many barrels of windfalls. ye ; , 

‘A concrete dial is a very pretty decoration for any slightly formal 

garden. It takes the soft weather stains well and serves as a fixed 

center for keeping the divergent paths straight and orderly. In laying 

out a circular garden as the Japanese do, a dial would make a very 

good axis. Flowers, like four-o’clocks, which bloom at stated times, 

should surround a sundial; it is said that Linneus could tell the time 

of day from his window by the blossoms which were open around his 

dial, ht practically, conventional flowers like tulips help to nee 
regularity of line which saves a garden from looking tangled. Bulb 

beds have also the advantage of variety. With a couple of packages 
of seeds, the tulip bed will i one of poppies in July and of asters in 
September. 

If the town lot has some natural advantage like a depression, a 
little study can make the garden charming. A sunken garden may 
need very little grading, if Nature helps out a bit, and a rise of ground 
at the back means an easily possible terrace with steps and a tea arbor 
enlarging the piazza possibilities of a small place. 

Less and less does the busy American woman desire to live on 
her front porch, and rear porches demand a pleasant outlook and are 
helping to do away with the unsightly backyard. There is almost 
no condition which cannot be ae effective, and before the incon- 
siderate iconoclast gets the yard to level it off, it will be well to see if 
it cannot be used as it is with better results. 

An abandoned quarry turned into a wild flower garden is not 
more remarkable than the use made of an old barn site. The latter 
Was on a piece of rising ground and three sides of the foundation 
were left ap as a protection from the winds. The old walls were 
covered with berry bushes trained against them and the floor of earth 
was spaded up and planted. The exposure was good and vegetables 
ec there earlier and later than in less protected places. A red 
rick wall at the back of one’s garden is also a boon. Even the mat- 

ter of the driveway may make or mar the house, while the most un- 
promising house conceivable may be saved, or at least bettered, by a 
tasteful planning of garden, walks and walls. 
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THE VALUE OF PERMANENT ARCHITEC. 
TURE AS A TRUTHFUL EXPRESSION OF 
NATIONAL CHARACTER: BY THE EDITOR 

“Great nations write their autobiography in three manuscripts: the book of their 
words; the book of their deeds, and the book of their art. Not one of these books can 
be understood unless we read the other two, but of the three, the only one quite 
trustworthy is the last. The acts of a nation may be triumphant by its good fortune, 
and its words mighty by the genius of a few of its children, but its art can be supreme 
only by the general gifts and common sympathies of the race.”—JoHN RusKIN. 

ey OTHING short of national honesty can produce a 
Ay Uy poe and characteristic national architecture, 

™ e ecause the element of sincerity which makes for 
i fe \| pee comes only from the expression in our 

I uildings of direct thought, based upon the funda- 
) \\) mental principles which underlie all art expression, 

but beyond thas governed only by the necessity to 
satisfy our own individual needs and to express by this means our 
character as a Pee The fundamental principles of architecture 
are very simple. As Louis Sullivan puts it, they consist of “three 
elementary forms, namely, the pier, the lintel andthe arch. These are 
the three, the only three letters from which has been expanded the 
Architectural Art as a great and superb language wherewith Man 
has expressed, through the generations, the changing drift of his 
thoughts. Thus, throughout the past and present, each building 
stu as a social act. fh such act we read that which cannot escape 
our analysis, for it is indelibly fixed in the pul namely, he 
nature of, the thoughts of the individual and the people whose image 
the building is or was.” 

From thats three elements then,—the pier, the lintel and the 
arch,—which may be said to form the alphabet of architecture as 
well as the basis of all construction, has been developed the building 
art of the whole world. All the variations to which we refer as 
“style” have come from the application of these basic principles to 
the erection of buildings to meet individual needs,—whether for simple 
shelter from the elements, as it was in the beginning, or as an expres- 
sion in enduring stone of the noblest aspirations and ideals. hon 
this beginning has sprung as many great architectural styles as there 
are great peoples, and because the forms which have crystallized into 
these styles were the outcome of honest and direct thought, coupled 
with a knowledge of the principles of construction, these styles carliise 
today. 

We are too apt to think of architecture as the product of past ages 
and to ae the buildings which stand for all time as expressions of 
supreme beauty, as being a species of miracle, the like of which is 
never seen in this prosaic age. Therefore, according to this point 
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TWO CHARACTERISTIC HOUSES FROM SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA; ONE 

SHOWING TYPICAL SHINGLE CONSTRUCTION THE OTHER, CEMENT 

WITH TILE ROOF BOTH PERMANENT IN SENSE OF FITNESS OF 
DESIGN AND RIGHT USE OF MATERIALS.
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THE VALUE OF PERMANENT ARCHITECTURE 

of view, all we can do is to imitate them and to adapt to our own 

needs, so far as we can, a form of building that grew out of the needs 

of a different people whose life was carried on under widely different 

conditions. Until this viewpoint is oo oc ee to be 

wrong, there is no hope for the growth of a healthy, straig tforward 

and Ficesione permanent architecture which shall definitely belong 

to us as a people. This is why we are so disposed to rejoice over 

each evidence of direct thought and a simple return to the first prin- 

ciples as expressed in the building art, for it seems to indicate that 

we are on the eve of throwing off, not only our architectural shackles, 

but some of the other false standards which hitherto have retarded our 

development. 
Beauty in any form is one of the essential elements of the expres- 

sion of sincere and vigorous thought. It is not the exclusive possession 
of any one people or any one age, nor does it express itself within the 
limits prescribed by any label which may be put on it. When you 
strip it of all the earmarks of period or nationality and bring together 
for study and comparison the achievements in various forms of art 
which have meant the presence of beauty in the world, you will find 

that the principle ideclsig it all is the common inheritance of 
humanity, because it is a part of nature and of life. Therefore in all 
periods which produced anything that we of today consider worth 
copying, the people thought directly and in the simplest terms, mak- 
ing their own application, according to their own need, of the prin- 
ciples which are universal. The fact that most of the styles we at- 
tempt to copy date back for hundreds of years does not ae that 
those ages were especially prolific in the invention of beautiful forms, 
or that the living spirit of beauty has vanished from the world; but 
that the men who unconsciously created those wonderful things which 
we revere did so because they thought directly and fearlessly, express- 
ing their thought in the work of their hands. The fact that it has en- 
dured and has been considered good for all these years proves that 
the pepe first lived, then thought and then builded. When we learn 
to get back, through all forms, to the same fundamental principles 
upon which these ald builders worked, we also will do something that 
shall last as an enduring record of this country and this age. 

NE of the best examples we have of this element of perma- 
nence is found in the architecture of the Japanese, which has 
persisted for twelve hundred years with but little change, 

because it has been the product of just such fundamental thinking. 
In the earlier period of Japanese civilization, the conditions of national 
life were not so widely different from our own. Japan was a new 
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country, peopled by an alien race which brought with it standards 
and ideals that were the outcome of an older civilization. History 
tells us that at first Chinese influence predominated in the whole 
national life of Japan and that Japanese architecture was definitely 
imitative of Chinese. But as the national spirit developed and the 
race ‘‘found itself”’ as a separate entity, the period of imitation passed 
by its own accord, and, cae assimilated thoroughly the best of 
what China had to offer, the lope using this knowledge as a 
foundation, began to get back to first rinciples and to eee these 
to the meeting of their own needs and the expression of their own 
spirit as a people. 

‘There are abundant evidences that already we are coming to this 
turning point in our own national and artistic evolution, for we are 
beginning to outgrow the leading strings of tradition and to show a 
tendency to use the great achievements of former times as a source 
of inspiration for equally honest and direct achievement of our own. 
Our architecture has been chaotic and lacking in significance because 
our national life and thought also has been chaotic. We have art- 
lessly copied the things that have withstood the test of time without 
stopping to inquire why these things maintained their integrity 
throughout hundreds of years, while our own attempts to reproduce 
or adapt them were confused and evanescent. As Louis Giliivan 
says, ‘‘as we are, so are our buildings.” He says plainly that our 
architecture is confused and not sure of itself, because it is ashamed 
to be natural and honest. ‘Therefore it lacks a guiding principle and 
following, as it does, after tradition instead of turning directly to 
nature for inspiration, it has in it no joy of creation,—no fulness of 
life,—lacking these qualities to just the extent that they are lacking 
in our lives. 

N THE building of our homes the basic principles that we should 
I cling to, through all varieties of expression, are primarily those 

that affect our physical, mental and moral well-being. When 
we start to build a haus: our first care should be to see that it is 
situated in pleasant and healthful surroundings and that it is so 
planned as to give ample and comfortable accommodation, plenty 
of sunlight and fresh air, good drainage and all the hygienic con- 
ditions that insure healthful living. When we do this we begin at 
the right end, basing what we are to do upon certain fundamental 
necessities, keeping these constantly in view, and striving to meet 
each one in the best possible manner. The rest follows as a matter 
of course, providing we are honest enough to adjust the thing we 
need and desire to the resources that we find we can command when 
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Wm. L. Price, Architect, Philadelphia. 
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Reed & Stem, Architects, New York. 
TWO WIDELY DIFFERENT EXPRESSIONS OF THE 

SAME ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES OF PERMANENCE IN 

DESIGN AND USE OF MATERIALS.
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Squires & Wynkoop, Architects, New York. 

AN AMERICAN COUNTRY HOME THAT WILL NEED 

NO REMODELING AND VERY FEW REPAIRS.
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Wilson Eyre, Architect, Philadelphia 

A DELIGHTFUL COUNTRY HOUSE THAT BELONGS 

TO THE LANDSCAPE AROUND IT.
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TWO BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY SEATS NEAR NEW YORK, 

SHOWING THE SATISFYING QUALITY THAT EXISTS 

WHEN FORM AND PROPORTIONS LEAVE NOTHING 

TO BE DESIRED. 
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THE VALUE OF PERMANENT ARCHITECTURE 

‘we look the problem of ey the face. Starting from this 

basis, there is little danger that we will go far afield in the effort to 

satisfy a swarm of unnecessary needs created by artificial conditions. 

But when we decide to build a new house that shall be handsome and 

imposing and endeavor to make it a good example of the Classic style, 

say, or the Gothic, Italian or French Renaissance, we start at the 

wrong end, disregarding our real needs and taking into account main- 

ly a certain stereotyped set of artificial requirements. In other 
words, we begin our work hampered by a list of ironclad restrictions 
that have Hehing to do with the home we really need and wish to 
build, instead of frankly acknowledging a series of healthy and actual 
needs that must be met in the simplest and most direct way and are 
therefore an inspiration to the production of a permanently satisfac- 
tory dwelling. When we lack this inspiration, and the knowledge 
of essentials that helps us to carry it out, we work uncertainly and 
lifelessly because we are merely taking for granted the rules laid 
down in architectural books, and are thinking with other men’s 
thoughts. 

One effect of planning our homes after the thought of other 
people rather than our own is seen in the constant changing and 
remodeling of our houses. It is no exaggeration to say that a house 
built five years ago according to the prevailing fashion at that time 
is considered by many people to be out of date this year and not quite 
up to the mark unless it can be remodeled so as to supply the latest 
improvements or the newest style of decoration. It is amazing to 
see how people who are otherwise honest and direct are apparently 
content to live in houses that express anything rather than these 
a oe: that need remodeling every little while because 
the original thought in them was on a false basis and therefore unsat- 
isfying,—and seem never to realize the cause of their unrest. The 
reason seems to be that most people regard art as something in the 
nature of a hidden mystery, requiring long training and special apti- 
tude even to comprehend, and therefore to be left in the hands of 
ae whose pe cuens are taken on trust as being necessarily the 
right thing. ith such an idea nothing but impermanence could 
result, for the reason that a ready-made house planned by someone 
else after the dictates of what is in vogue at the time, has in it no trace 
of the owner’s individuality and only indirectly meets his needs. 

E HOLD that everyone about to build a house that he intends 
to be his home should have the benefit of the best advice that 
can be obtained, but that the architect, however able and 

experienced, should act rather in the capacity of an advisor than that 
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THE VALUE OF PERMANENT ARCHITECTURE 

of a dictator. The objection to this would naturally be that the 
average layman knows nothing of the subject and that the part of 
wisdom is for him to leave it entirely in the hands of the man who has 
made it a life study. That is just where the trouble lies. If we want 
buildings that express our own individuality and meet our own needs, 
it is absolutely necessary that the owner should be sufficiently familiar 
with the essentials of what he requires to codperate intelligently with 
the architect in the production of a house that should, when it is 
finished, be fitted to stand for the rest of his life and to descend un- 
impaired and unaltered to his children. 

The first things to be considered in the building of such a home 
are the position, income and occupation of the owner, and the pro- 
viding of surroundings that seem pleasantest and most pataeal in 
relation to the life of the family. With regard to the initial outlay, 
this would depend largely upon the nature of the owner’s income 
and whether or not it may reasonably be depended upon to continue 
at about the same level. The creation of an expense that threatens 
to become a burden in hard times is always a dangerous thing, and 
this is especially true when it comes to the puilding of a home, which 
should be a refuge from the cares of business life rather than an addi- 
tion to them. While it is undeniably true that economy is often best 
served by getting a good thing rather than a cheap one at the start, it is 
also true that the more extravagantly and luxuriously we build in the 
beginning, the harder the house is to bl’ up, for there is the wear 
ang tear to be considered and the matter of heating, lighting and cari 
for each additional room. The main consideration is to pend 
wisely the money that can be set aside for the building and to do each 
thing so that it will stay done. Fortunately, the question of cost 
is not of the first importance, for all that is essential may be had within 
the limits of almost any reasonable sum that we care to devote to 
that purpose. 

i: a house be designed so that its lines and proportions are simple, 
dignified and in harmony with the surroundings, and built with such 
care that it will be sure of its natural lease of life, there is no question 
about its value as a permanent investment, whether the amount in- 
vested be large or small. If the interior be arranged so that every 
inch of space is utilized and the housework made as easy as possible, 
—so that the housewife can afford to aie the ever-present dosaaaiic 
problem,—and the rooms large enoug for freedom and restfulness, 
the house will be a Samnfortabla place to live in. And lastly, if the 
structural features be interesting, the division of wall spaces well 
planned and the color scheme mellow, friendly and harmonious, no 
costly furnishings are needed to make it beautiful. Beauty is never 
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THE VALUE OF PERMANENT ARCHITECTURE 

i making an inexpensive house in imitation of a costly one, 

ea Pectin Sie sicctural sin as a nation has been the attempt 

to do this very arias There are many evidences now that we are 

beginning to grow wiser, and not the least of these is found in the 

number of dwellings, some large and costly, some small, modest and 

inexpensive, but each beautiful in its own way and each an honest 

expression of American life, that are springing up in every part of 

the country. : i Nae 
The permanent architecture of a country has its beginning in only 

one place,—the dwelling,—because only there is there room for the 

honest expression of personal tastes and needs. Once ae the idea 

that good things grow naturally from direct thinking, the progressive 

architect will inevitably use the same methods in getting at the char- 

acter of the larger buildings meant for public use. But these always 

follow the trail that has been blazed by the builders of homes. There 

are a number of men in this country now who are doing gallant work 

in blazing these trails, because they have the ak to cast aside 
precedent, tradition and other restrictions and to handle each separate 
problem in the most direct way. Several of these pioneers, in re- 
sponse to our request for illustrations of this article, have sent us 
what they consider good examples of their own work, and these we 
reproduce here. As will be seen, the houses oe from rye and 
luxurious country seats to simple cottages and farmhouses, yet all alike 
serve to illustrate our meaning when we talk of permanent architec- 
ture, because in all are seen the dignity of line and proportion and 
the right placing of structural features that make a house satisfying 
from the dey it is built until it falls to pieces from old age. Also it 
will be noticed that these houses are free from all excrescences, eccen- 

tricities of shape and unnecessary ornamentation, all of which mar 
the beauty, add to the cost and shorten the life of any house. In 
fact, each and every one of them carry out to a marked degree what 
we have said concerning the essential elements of a permanent archi- 
tecture, and form the Feat proof that it is beginning to take shape 
among us as a genuine expression of American art. 
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THE REGENERATION OF BEACON HILL: 
HOW BOSTON GOES ABOUT CIVIC IM- 
PROVEMENT 

a LITTLE group of Boston citizens, working quietly 
a } | and unobtrusively to improve their own property and 
@ Pes| the neighborhood lying around it, seem to have hit 
ry \ ile the most direct and practical way of bringing 

£ about at least one phase of civic reform. They are 
not spending fortunes, nor are they effecting any 
drastic changes, but bit by bit they are redeeming that 

part of old Boston lying between the lower slope of Beacon Hill and 
the Charles River to something like its old desirability as a residence 
neighborhood. ‘This part of the West End had long been given over 
to stables and tenements which, until recently, seemed to have come 
to stay. Most of the fine old houses, some of them dating from 
Colonial days, were elbowed by dirty and unsanitary shacks, and 
the minor streets, such as Acorn Street, River Street and Lime Street, 
were chiefly occupied by stablemen and negroes and the servants 
of people living on Beacon Street. The whole neighborhood took 
its name and its character from “Horse Chestnut” Street, which has 
so long been the name for Chestnut Street that it is hardly recogniz- 
able without its prefix. i 

The building of the new river embankment created a possibility 
of redeeming the neighborhood, if only the property owners would 
take an interest. That they have done so, and to good purpose, is 
shown by the result, and yet it is doubtful if each man has spent more 
than a few hundreds, or at most a few thousands, of dollars in bringing 
his own property into harmony with the traditions of dignified old 
Boston. One of the most active of the reformers is an energetic 
and progressive architect, Frank A. Bourne, who began with his own 
house on River Street, changing a commonplace Bididing into an 
interesting and delightful dwelling, and from that has extended his 
work until it appears throughout the whole neighborhood,—not so 
much in the form of new or entirely remodeled houses as in old houses _ . 
renovated and given individuality by a group of windows here, a 
Colonial doorway there, a quaint bay or an unusual entrance, which 
restored to it the character of the good Colonial architecture that 
always has belonged to Boston. 

These changes affect most markedly the general character of the 
streets in this neighborhood, for instead of shabby and commonplace 
wooden or brick fronts with the usual doors and windows, the facades 
now show any number of quaint and interesting characteristics. 
Here a door is deeply recessed after the old Colonial style and is 
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CRAFTSMEN STUDIOS ON LIME STREET, BOSTON— 

FORMERLY SLIME ALLEY. RECONSTRUCTED BY 

FRANK A. BOURNE, ARCHITECT.
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BUILDINGS ON RIVER STREET, BOSTON, WHICH HAVE 

BEEN RENDERED BEAUTIFUL AND COMFORTABLE BY 

MR. BOURNE’S RECONSTRUCTION. 

TWO DOORWAYS ON BEACON HILL, WHICH SHOW 

THE ARTISTIC QUALITY OF MR. BOURNE’S WORK.



SOME CIVIC IMPROVEMENTS IN BOSTON 

surmounted by a bay window that is also recessed so that the farthest 

projection of the bay comes flush with the wall. In another place 

the entrances of two a erideness are planned so that they 

are definitely related to each other, and the space between is filled 

with a beautiful Colonial window, as shown in one of the illustrations 

we have reproduced here. Another house front, filled with the ordi- 

nary shuttered windows, shows an entirely different character after 

the addition of a triple oe of small-paned casements, with a quaint 

hood projecting over the top on the lower floor in one house, and a 

beautiful bay on the second story next door. Farther up the street,— 

and barely showing at the edge of the photograph we reproduce 
here,— is another recessed entrance and almost on a level with the 
street, with two square bays above, the top one coming almost to the 
cornice. Some of the alterations are more sweeping, as for example, 
Mrs. Margaret Deland, the author, has added an entire new front 
to her home on Newbury Street, the principal feature of which is a 
series of bays extending from the ground to the mansard roof, where 
the top one is finished with a balcony. 

One of the most notable achievements in regenerating the neigh- 
borhood has, however, been the work of Matthew Hale, the young 
alderman, who is a man after Roosevelt’s own heart, and who be- 
lieves in beginning at home, right in his own neighborhood, to put 
into practice his theories of civic righteousness. Mr. Hale, who lives 
in the West End and whose own house shows the spirit of improve- 
ment which is doing so much for the neighborhood, bought a pair 
of tumbledown wooden tenements on Lime Street, better known as 
“Slime Alley,’—a name that is more suggestive than picturesque. 
These tenements, which were unsanitary to a degree, were occupied 
by twelve families, who were speedily induced to seek other accom- 
modations. The tenements were torn down and on the site was 
erected a new building designed entirely for craftsmen’s studios. 
It is built of brick and cement, with a tile roof, and is planned to afford 
the utmost convenience to the tenants who have recently moved in. 
These tenants are metal workers, both men and women; carvers; 
modelers; decorators; architects and other workers in the various 
arts and crafts. Its presence in this neighborhood and its general 
character not only brings a most desirable element into a part of the 
city which badly needs such associations, but the building itself sets 
an example which promises to give a still stronger impetus to the 
movement for improving the neighborhood. 
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CHURCHES BUILT OF CONCRETE BLOCKS: 
A FORM OF CONSTRUCTION THAT IS EMI- 

NENTLY FITTED FOR THIS PURPOSE 

HE possibilities of concrete block tural use of the blocks themselves,—is used 
construction, for buildings that on the exterior of this building, yet the 
must be comparatively inexpensive effect is one of unusual interest. In the 
and yet should be both dignified interior Mr. Bourne has left nearly every 

and permanent, are now being tested in detail of the construction frankly revealed 
Ne where two one de- and has depended upon the decorative use 
signed by Frank A. Bourne, a Boston of this framework, together with the con- 
architect who holds his mind open to new trast between the warm-toned wood and 
ideas and takes much satisfaction in work- the cold gray of the concrete, to give the 
ing them out in the most sensible and prac- effect desired. A touch of color, of course, 
a wie oe to ae a ne oe future a i, ee ene and the number 
at Dorchester and Franklin. e idea was of these will be increased as time goes on, 
suggested by the use of this material for each giving another spot of giowing color 
the building of Saint Luke’s Church at to relieve the sober tones and simple lines 
Chelsea, also designed by Mr. Bourne with of the interior. : Di i 
a special view to the ee of con- 4 The success of this building, both in 
struction. We show here both exterior design and in the material used, led the 
and interior illustrations of this church, congregation of Saint John’s Parish, in 
giving an idea of the simple and substan- Franklin, to consult Mr. Bourne with re- 
tial effect of the concrete when used in this gard or a church in their own 
manner, town. s the construction fund was 

The form of the building is especially limited, the members of the parish felt 
adapted to the use of concrete blocks, as that they could not afford a building of 
the straight, severe lines that eee stone. pats Sui stone was beyond their 
the perpendicular Gothic style lend them- means, and they regarded wood as being 
selves most advantageously to this form of hardly a suitable material for a permanent 
construction. One great advantage is that church building. The example of Saint 
re ya ee ees a a Pui Ey ee them to oe thd = con- 
nish, inside or out, than the smooth faces crete blocks, especially as this form of con- 

of the blocks themselves, thus doing away struction allowed them to take all the time 
with all woodwork, lath, plaster and deco- they needed for finishing the building. 
one a ae the hay sn practically tee ae r oe - ee 
reproof, most no decoration,—save blocks as they had money to make, an 

the effects that can be gained by the struc- then if the funds should be insufficient to 
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ST. LUKE'S CHURCH, CHELSEA, MASS.: DESIGNED 

Pe eeeere CONSTRUCTION : FRANK A. BOURNE,
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INTERIOR OF ST, LUKE'S CHURCH. SHOWING IN- 

TERESTING CONSTRUCTION OF CONCRETE AND WOOD.



CHURCHES BUILT OF CONCRETE BLOCKS 

build the church, the blocks could remain advantage of this scheme is that everything 

until the builders were ready to use them. that is built now is permanent and, with 

A further advantage was that the church the exception of the temporary wall at 

could be built a section at a time if neces- the west end of the chancel, will not have 
sary, as, when the blocks are being laid, to be torn down when the building is com- 

the work can stop at any time if funds fail _ pleted. Even in the case of this wall, the 

and the walls, defying all the effects of blocks of material are not lost, because 

the weather, will remain in undamaged they can be used later in the construction 

condition until such time as they can be of the rest of the church. 

completed. According to the plan, only The use of the concrete for church con- 

the nave of the Franklin church will be struction is a new idea and one that seems 

built immediately. The chancel arch will most reasonable and feasible, especially as 

be of concrete masonry and will be tem- in most cases the funds of the congrega- 
porarily filled by a partition of concrete tion are limited and it takes some time to 
stucco on steel lathing fastened to wooden build the church. Concrete has proven 
studs. The altar, sanctuary and choir will itself in many other forms of construction, 
be placed on a recessed platform, the altar and Mr. Bourne’s idea of using it for 
standing against this partition and under churches opens up many possibilities for 
the chancel arch. When the congregation building suitable and dignified churches 
feels able to proceed with the construction that are as enduring as stone, for a sum 
of the chancel, the work can progress and that is within reach of a parish that has 
the extension be entirely finished without only moderate means at command. Saint 
disturbing the use of the nave. Then the Luke’s Church, as it stands, cost a little 
temporary partition can be removed and _ less than $15,000, with the south aisle yet 
the entire church used. For the present to be added. 
the roof will be of open timber work in The churches of Saint Luke’s and Saint 
hard pine, stained dark, and will be covered John’s are excellent examples of the per- 
with some cheap temporary covering, look- pendicular Gothic style, modified into har- 
ing forward to future copper or lead, or mony with an American environment and 
else it will be slated. adapted to the requirements of concrete 

The plan includes the erection of a construction. Mr. Bourne’s design for the 
parish house and rectory adjoining the Church of the Epiphany, however, seems 
church, but these supplementary buildings to us to get a little closer to the life of the 
are to be left until some time in the future. people. It is simple to a degree,—almost 
All the congregation hopes to do at present the kind of church that might have been 
is to erect four walls and a roof for a _ built without any design at all, just as the 
place of worship, but it is firm in the re- old Gothic cathedrals were built. Among 
solve ‘to construct what it does build of the people around Dorchester are many 
enduring materials rightly put together, Swedes, Norwegians and Danes, most of 
even if the completion of the plan is de- them Lutherans, who naturally affiliate 
ferred for half a century,—the idea being with the Episcopal Church as they are 
that the building is to last for all time. accustomed to services and teachings that 

Similar plans are entertained by the are very similar. This element in the 
Mission of the Epiphany in Dorchester, population seems to have impressed its 
where a church is badly needed, as the sturdy, simple character upon the very 
work of the mission is now being carried form of the church, which is to be built 
on in a little shop where services are held. largely for the use of just such people. 
This energetic mission hopes, at a cost of It will be preéminently a church of* the 
oo hares: dollars, to build first plain people, not at all the sort of people 

- cl .. , blocking up for the present who would encourage the building of an 
end that opens into the nave. The expensive, showy church. 
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TWO CRAFTSMAN HOUSES FOR THE HOME 

BUILDERS’ CLUB: A BUNGALOW OF STONE 

AND CEMENT AND A SUBURBAN HOUSE OF 

CONCRETE 

WO Craftsman houses which differ great expense. The house could just as 
widely in style and yet are equally well be built of concrete, or, if a frame 
well adapted for building in the house seemed more in keeping with the 
country or the suburbs are here surroundings, of clapboards or shingles. 

presented for the use of the Home As in the case of all the Craftsman houses, 
Builders’ Club. The stone house requires the illustration is largely suggestive in its 
ample grounds around it, but the more nature and merely serves to show the effect 
severe design of the concrete house would of a given material when used to carry out 
be equally at home on a comparatively the design. 
small lot. As it is, its straight walls and The use of split field stone for the walls 
simple construction demand less room than of the lower story and the square pillars 
the widespread lines of the other, which of the porch would be so effective that it 
in shape is more on the order of the would be a pity not to use it in a part of 
bungalow. the country where stone is easy to get. In 

We regard the stone house as one of such a house the gables would better be of 
the most craftsmanlike of all our designs. plaster with the half-timber construction, 
Of course, the use of stone for building as shown here. This kind of house lends 
is merely suggested in the event of this itself admirably to the use of heavy tim- 
material being easy to obtain without too bers, such as appear all around the walls 

te at the top of the first story, espe- 
meee mie EEE cially as timbers are used with 

| esa] 4 See such good effect in the exposed 
EERE SieeeeeeeH ||| rafters and girders which support 

La alta ta DINING ROOM | § Ullal = sila the widely overhanging roof. We 
AS N 1ci.03} | cos] wish to call special attention to 

Ai Pt NS) 1 the construction just over the re- 
[2 laste egeeen afl — || cess in the middle of the porch, 
ase \ Pande || where a beam twelve inches 

Th ib /\ square rests on top of the two 
a eae ee ase beams of equal dimensions which 

4 oom TF pr fo [eeale A appear at the sides. This raises 
| Ba Oak Deo BATH, {| the line twelve inches just over 

o RAE een [OF the recess in which are placed 
an ZW the French doors leading into 

a Roenowonsannnoed oe I the living room and the windows 
an Breer 1 Be: § i on either side, so that by this de- 
=o hen Vegas -- <= =a aS i} vice we not only obtain a highly 
ae ~ Boo VE decorative structural effect, but 

amma 8 os et fo ene eee mS ° 

[SEEEECHE ceive HEHE HEC | porch, also recesed for = par 
CECE EERE EEE EERE EEE EEEEEREEEEEEEEEEEEEE EE of its depth and protected by a 

™ — heavy wooden balustrade. This 
Groh Ann: CeAteND oeaeoee porch affords ample room for 
FIRST FLOOR PLAN. two beds, one at either end, and 
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A CRAFTSMAN BUNGALOW OF STONE AND CEMENT 

ADOPTED FOR BUILDING IN COUNTRY OR SUBURBS: 

THE SLEEPING PORCH IS A MOST INTERESTING 

FEATURE.
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CRAFTSMAN HOUSES FOR HOME BUILDERS’ CLUB 

it is easy to throw a partition ————__ 
across the center, dividing it into i ie 
two outdoor sleeping rooms. | f 
ie " made the more practi- | 
cable by the fact that two French | & 
doors, placed side by side, lead ; | PA 
to this porch from the upper | nae, wee: 
hall. It would be advisable to, \ : 
have both doors, even if the, ' Na { 
partition were not used, as the | 1 ><] P Ai { 
double opening admits much | 1 | md ii, i 1 
more ‘air and sunshine into the, i Tl naps SI IK ' ' 
upper part of the house than | i | a h\ x | i a 
would be possible with a single | i / BED, Root : 
doorway. | | BAL TEN 4 ! 

The floor plan explains the ar- 1 fe V ve i 
rangement of the interior, which , 1 Vee LJ t 
in many respects could be altered | an ome Prsnf , 
to suit the convenience of the | tren 8 here 
owner. For example, the fire-' EE EEEEEEEPEE EPR EEEEEEEH 

place in the living room could , pT 
easily be recessed, forming an at- : Bebe eC eee 
tractive fireplace nook. In that Ce 
case, the’ range’ inthe jkitchen) => 
would face the other way. The STONE AND CEMENT HOUSE: 
kitchen itself could be thrown all FOND oer a 
into one, omitting the small pantry and would in an Oriental rug. When rightly 
store room. Built-in cupboards could designed, the effect is very beautiful, es- 
easily supply the place of the pantry, and pecially if the colors are carried out in 
the kitchen porch could be enclosed for an the decorative scheme of the room. 
outside kitchen and cool room. Also, in- The concrete house is also susceptible to 
stead of the built-in sideboard and china considerable variation. We have had so 
closets which extend all across one side many demands for houses of concrete con- 
of the dining room, an arrangement could struction without timbers that we have 
be made by which a door would open from shown it here in that way. As it stands 
the dining room upon the porch at the here, it is a house that would lend itself 
back, which could then be used as an out- very kindly to vine covered walls, as these 
door dining room or sunroom, instead of would tend to soften the severity of the 
a sleeping porch opening from one of the lines and wall spaces. If the simple 
lower bedrooms. Upstairs the billiard concrete construction seems too severe, it 
room could be used for a bedroom, if would be easy to relieve it by putting a 
needed, or it could even be partitioned balustrade of dark wood on the porch just 
across the center to form two rooms. above the entrance and to make a balcony, 

The suggested treatment of the interior also with a wooden balustrade, above the 
is shown in the illustration, although an bay at the side. As it stands now, there 
adequate idea of the fireplace can hardly isa fairly large sleeping porch at the front; 
be given in black and white. As suggested but the walls are carried up to form a 
here, it is built of a kind of brick that parapet in place of the balustrade. If the 
shows many varying tones,—copper, dark top of the bay at the side were turned into 
Indian red, dull purple, peacock blue and a balcony, the window above would need 
the like-—the colors mingling as they to be changed into a French door which 
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CRAFTSMAN HOUSES FOR HOME BUILDERS’ CLUB 

SS lutely in keeping with the construction. 
Sal Also it is inexpensive, costing about half 
ECEEEEEEEEEEHH as much as shingles. As suggested here, 
EERE EERE the roof is too flat for tile, slate, or 

| ESSE shingles. If the house were built in sur- 

——=—— Regan Cae 7 roundings which admitted an absolutely 

int oa dil) flat roof, the construction might be much 

pm Jo Ii cheapened by making it flat. 
eS i The floor plans show the economy of 

i oe) Oh s in th t of interior and nc i pace in the arrangement of interi 
Are ace also the suggestion of large open spaces 
\ Eno a a that is given by the arrangement. There 
Ferenc y Ai, are only suggested divisions between the 

Pore Voit entry, hall, den, living room and dining 
Mine) | =o ‘ i room, and the large irregular space is 

i (PS. Faas broken by window and fireside seats, built- 

i ; Be i Loa it oa at ee cheers 
Wa ei Wi bon om EE and the like, and made cheery by the two 
H } 4 Re ee large fireplaces in the living od and den. 
a eo [ER a 

a un Vey i} eae i 
| Sibeceartannnene Lt heeds at | ROOF 

A. TAREE 
Li) eerey EH 
la Bee oaks pee Bes : = as 

[=] XX J, a VAX VAN BED ROOM i 
CONCRETE HOUSE: FIRST FLOOR PLAN. \ 

would give access to it from the bedroom. 6C ] TL 
The roof of this house is unusually flat, | BATH, 

and is meant to be covered with a kind of ORT Shs Bacon 
roofing which we have found particularly 2 ree V7 | 

durable and satisfactory. This is a com- = 
position roofing that is one-eighth of an f a VAN B 
inch thick and comes in rolls,—like mat- ——F 1 

ting. It is laid in strips from the ridge a \/ 
pole down to the eaves and cemented to- inl 
gether where it joins. Over each seam is | UN 
laid a wooden strip or batten five or six aS. | 
inches wide, and the roof at the eaves is BED ROOM BED ROOM L 
wrapped over to form a roll, softening the l ere ne | 
line into a rounded effect not unlike that fe eceeely \pimanpemmnapeiiergemans 
of a thatched roof. Such a roof, if prop- i 
erly put on, should last for twenty-five or BALCONY 
thirty years without repair, and for this 
kind of a house it gives an effect that is Dot 
both interesting and unusual, and is abso- CONCRETE HOUSE: SECOND FLOOR PLAN. 
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THE PROPER CONSIDERATION OF LAWNS 

AND GARDENS: BY ©. A. BYERS 

“ display of good judgment among other conditions that affect the undertak- 

the planners of homes,” a suc- ing. 

cessful architect once said to the The first glimpse of a home afforded to 

_ writer, “1s comparatively rare. the visitor or passerby reveals the exterior 

Occasionally we find the man, oF the appearance as a whole, and from this a 

woman, who intends having a home built, very lasting impression is usually formed. 

possessing thoroughly good predetermined The house itself may be well built and 

jdeas—that is, general ideas for the work- architecturally attractive, but unless the 

ing out, by us, of the entire home, the surroundings are well planned and pleasi: 

grounds as well as the exterior and the the impression created i a eee 

interior of the house. But in the majority from flatteri fe ea len 

of cases the most that the Diagective house wibone We oe a i 

builder does is to outline in his mind some an appro riate | ae vera 

crude architectural style for the house and Feraes ; a pe eas yh bap or 

alone, usually patterned after the home of  artisticall ya a ike | eae ae 

a a: And worse still, he thinks out a ace Hae a sas 

only of expending all of the sum of m is ildi 

that he has set Ade for home building Gat oe ee ee 2 oe 

Bae feoe the carrying out of some oneself if it See i wage hana 

particular style, with no thought, appar- a slightly small 1 

ently, of the interior furnishing or of the and be b ee a cs 
Mg of the sarroundin so be able to put a small portion of 

believe that every architect should a : The ed dite Pe ae as the 

fair, if not a thorough, knowledge of land- okie ich ob heated i the 

- gardening, or at least that he should fadon aa ee ae ie 
ork in conjunction with someone who large jally i 4 ie 4 

fae) 1) would thea 5 u ge, especially if one can do at least a 

divide the sum that Res ex Ley ee ee et every builder 

Boe is home by five, three-fifths of a a home should make some pro- 

of the sum to be used for the building ya a a ke ae 

proper, one-fifth for furnishing, and the after th Oe ee ec 

Tthis te  plpdaa for the gardens.” ateation eee ie ee eevee 

is may be expressin; ‘ 

strongly au sti; too lee ae tke d hy 4 Si ae, eos om fe 

monetary disbursements, but no doubt the ee uccessful landscape gardeners, 

| orcxt extent, wes tight in so far as their work consists of design- 

There is too marked an inclination oa ihe ace oe ae oe tee ve 

part of home builders toward the neglect- i that I can do toward devising rules 

ing of the house interior and the Tene Be and eat ee is to pre- 

sefting, particularly the latter. A well scribe a number of don ts—and to let the 

i aieced homie signifies oll ae ee ae serve as pic- 

PRI IMNGdCe Tel convert a house into torial suggestions. A common mistake 

a real home, its interior must be tasteful ee eter 
finished and furnished and its Dead. gardeners is the planting of a conglomerate 

ings should embrace appropriate lawn and ae een of 

garden work. The proportioning of the ee oe must be. 

expenditures, however, should be made ac- ere apply the first don’t. One color in 

cording to the total amount to be expend. fe Petter and 

ed, the style of the house to be built, the ne ee re) and one 
special location selected and the various a th’ eet vet geranium, 

with an enclosing row of something like 
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LAWNS AND GARDENS 

the “dusty miller” makes a simple border such a harmony should be the gardener’s 
scheme that no conglomeration of colors object. The garden should be as simple 
can equal. For circular beds more colors as is possible for the every-day home, 
can of course often be used with good and, of course, tastefully arranged—in 
taste, but the colors for such spaces should some certain order, so as not to have the 
be carefully selected. There is always appearance in general of being only a 
more danger of having too many colors conglomeration of various kinds of trees, 
in any flower plot than too few. shrubbery and flowers. Other rules for 

In the matter of tree and shrubbery the laying out of the grounds cannot well 
planting more freedom is allowed. The be given. 
kinds and number used, however, slrould It should be the object of the gardener 
be governed by the size of the ground to plant hardy and long-blooming varieties 
plot, the location and the general character of flowers, with due consideration as to 
of the landscape. The grounds of city color combinations,and the planting should 
homes are usually limited in size and the be done, in most cases, as early as possible 
arrangement of flowers and shrubs must after the frosts. Give the soil proper at- 
often be such as give the place an ap- tention, seeing to it that it is well enriched 
pearance of primness. The city home with manure and that it is occasionally 
lawn should be kept mown, the trees well loosened around the plants. Rose bushes 
trimmed and the flowers and shrubbery in and other shrubs that have stood in the 
prim condition, The rear garden in the garden during the winter should also re- 
city, however, is not subject to such rules ceive attention of this kind in the spring. 
and therefore individuality may here be A nice lawn and garden enhances the ap- 
given greater exercise. pearance of any home many times,and the 

It is the country and suburban homes work of gardening affords outdoor exer- 
that offer to the gardener the widest ap- cise and to most persons gives much pleas- 
preciable opportunities. Here he may ure. From Bacon’s essay on gardens is 
have creations of every kind—flower- taken the following: “God Almighty first 
bordered walks, arbors, lily ponds, gnarled planted a garden; and, indeed, it is the 
and picturesque trees, shaded nooks, per- purest of human pleasures, it is the 
golas and rustic seats,—everything ar- greatest refreshment to the spirit of man, 
ranged to suit his own fancies. The without which’ buildings and palaces are 
grounds may be rugged or level and prim, but gross handiwork; and a man_ shall 
and designed with no thought of their ever see that when ages grow to civility 
having to conform with those of the other and elegancy, men come to build stately, 
homes on the street. There are ways of sooner than to garden finely; as if garden- 
arranging the garden to suit the archi- ing were the greater perfection.” 
tectural style of the house, and to create : 
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GARDENS FOR SIMPLE HOUSES SHOULD BE SIMPLE, 

BUT PLANNED WITH A SENSE OF ORDER AND AN 

APPRECIATION OF THE VALUE OF COLOR, 

‘ “THERE ARE WAYS OF ARRANGING A GARDEN TO 
SUIT THE ARCHITECTURAL STYLE OF THE HOUSE.”
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SHOWING WHAT CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED IN THE 

WAY OF BEAUTY BY THE USE OF A TINY STREAM 

OF WATER,
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A REAL JAPANESE GARDEN WILL HAVE NOT ONLY 

WATER BUT A TEMPLE LANTERN, A BRONZE STORK 

AND A TINY IMAGE OF BUDDHA



THE USE OF WATER IN A LITTLE GARDEN 

E have to acknowledge our in- bronze storks and perhaps a tiny image of 

W debtedness to the Japanese for Buddha. 

more inspiration in matters of But in the American garden we need 

art and architecture than most none of these things, unless indeed we 

of us can realize, and in no department of have space enough so that a portion of the 

art is the realization of subtle beauty that grounds may be devoted to a genuine Jap- 

lies in simple and unobtrusive things more —anese garden like the one shown in the 

valuable to us as home makers than the illustrations. This indeed might have been 

suggestions they give us as to the arrange picked up in Japan and transplanted bodily 

ment of our gardens. With our national to America, for it is the garden of Mr. 

impulsiveness, we are too apt to go a step John S. Bradstreet, of Minneapolis, who 

beyond the inspiration and attempt direct is a lover of all things Japanese and has 

imitation, which is a pity, because the in- been in Japan many times. This garden 

evitable failure that must necessarily at- occupies a space little more than one hun- 

tend such mistaken efforts will do more dred feet in diameter, and yet the two 

than anything else to discourage people illustrations we give are only glimpses of 

with the idea of trying to have a Japanese its varied charm. They are chosen chiefly 

garden. But if we once get the idea into because they illustrate the use that can be 

our heads that the secret of the whole made of a small stream of water so placed 
thing lies in the exquisite sense of propor- that it trickles over a pile of rocks. The 

. ae eee : pei to produce the effect produced is that of a mountain glen, 

eae ae Ke wae: of ange within the and so perfect are the proportions and so 

bes a ee ee icine ae hs Be rite es ees ‘the se ys ey is 

thing in our own country and in our own ee oe 
way. whole thing is on such a small scale. 

Our idea of a garden usually includes a aes Foe ve Car a ests 
profusion of flowers and ambitious look- S@¥ 7 the back yard of @ city home of in 
ing shrubs, but the Japanese is less ob- some nook that can be spared from the 
vious. He loves flowers and has many of front lawn, an experiment with the possi- 
them, but the typical Japanese garden is bilities of rocks, ferns and a small stream 

made up chiefly of stones, ferns, dwarf of water would bring rich returns. We 

trees and above all water. It may be only need no temple lanterns or images of 
a little water,—a tiny, trickling stream not Buddha in this country, but we do need 

so large as that which would flow from a_ the kind of garden that brings to our 

small garden hose. But, given this little minds the recollection of mountain brooks, 

stream, the Japanese gardexer,—or the wooded ravines and still lakes, and while 

‘American | gardener who once grasps the it takes much thought, care and training 
Japanese idea,—can do wonders. He can of one’s power of observation and adjust- 

take that little stream, which represents an ment to get it, the question of space is not 
amount of water costing at the outside one that has to be considered, and the ex- 
about three dollars a month, and can so pense is almost nothing at all. 
direct it that it pours over piles of rocks The thing to be most avoided is imita- 
in tiny cascades, forming pool after pool, tion either of the Japanese models from 
and finally shaping its course through a which we take the suggestion for our own 

miniature river into a clear little lake. If little gardens or of the scenery of which 
it isa strictly Japanese garden, both river they are intended to remind us. It is 
and lake will be bridged and the stream safest to regard such gardens merely as 
will have as many windings as possible to an endeavor on our part to create vohe- 

he a chance for a number of bridges. thing that will call into life the emotion 
so it will have temple lanterns of stone, or memory we wish to perpetuate. 
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MODERN DYESTUFFS APPLIED TO STEN- 

CILING: BY PROFESSOR CHARLES PELLEW OF 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY: NUMBER X 
The illustrations for this article were made from old Japanese stencils from the collection 
of E. T. Shima, 

branch of handicraft work which be, by the boiled linseed oil with which it 
has recently been attracting a is mixed, this oil having the property on 
great deal of attention is the exposure to air of drying to a hard strong 
graceful and interesting art of varnish. But if oil paint is applied to a 

stenciling on textiles. This art has been piece of cloth so thick that there is enough 
known and practiced in many parts of the oil to hold the color firmly, it is usually so 
world for a considerable period, but its thick that it looks sticky and feels stiff and 
greatest development has been in Japan, is liable to crack on washing. 
where it was in constant use for over three If, on the one hand, the paint is thinned 
hundred years, and carried to the greatest down so much by gasolene that it can be 
perfection. From the cheap cotton towels applied as a delicate thin wash it will look 
used by the common people for washing all right, to be sure, and show the grain 
and for head covering to the wonderful and texture of the cloth, but there will be 
silk garments worn by the nobility, the so little oil present that the pigment will 
almost universal method of decoration has have hardly anything to make it adhere to 
been by the use of stencils. the fiber and is apt to wash out. In the 

A few months ago some of my friends Japanese stenciled goods, on the other 
among the craftsmen suggested that I hand, the colors are evidently applied as 
assist them in getting effects comparable dyestuffs, and the cloth, whether calico, 
in some respects, at least, to the Japanese. crape or silk, is fairly and truly dyed, so 
They and many of their friends had taken that the colors will stand washing well and 
up the art quite seriously. They were the texture of the cloth is not hidden— 
good designers and were perfectly capable and it was this effect that my friends 
of cutting out patterns in sheets of stiff, wished to obtain. 
waterproof paper, and then of applying Another point about which numerous 
suitable colors by means of these paper inquiries were made was that of “resist 
stencils upon various kinds of fabrics. But  stenciling.” It appears that in Japan when 
they did not know how to make the colors a girl wishes a new dress, she will sit 
permanent. down and sketch off designs on pieces of 

The best that they could do was to apply brown paper until she gets one that she 
oil paint, more or less thinned with gaso- likes; very probably the family will all 
lene or turpentine. The drawback to this take a hand, suggesting improvements and 
was evident. In an oil paint the pigment alterations. Finally, when a suitable de- 
is fastened to the fabric, whatever it may sign has been selected, some one, with 
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MODERN DYESTUFFS AND STENCILING 

a thin, sharp knife, will carefully cut it Le 

out in the paper, varnish it ey a pstpeene Ns 

make it waterproof and more durable, a: =) ae SF oe i 
then the aust is taken down to the local eT cn Vacate: 
dyer to apply the color. “aps he SPER ir a Pd 

Now, if, as is generally the case, the Se gee ae pe eS 
girl wishes a white dress with colored pat- ictal hee y ie } hn Se ae 
tern, the colors are dabbed on to the white ae rn Cen Nee ee Pg 
cloth through the stencil and there prop- Pee ta pe Sl Ae - # y 

erly fixed. But sometimes the dress is AS e wg! y 
to be blue, or pink, or orange, or even ant tee Ce ert An 
black, and they want the pattern to be y i ai UF ee ia 
white or light against a dark background; s ey ou 3 pn ts ay (fe 

in this case the dyer paints or dabs on Se f\e Paes er) ; 

a peculiar paste which protects the cloth Py agi wes ¥. nf rs ean A ee 3d i ‘ M from the action of the it ene io —< A os ae, im 
dye, as it is called; and after this has ea ns: Colt ae “i AX 
doled, the dyer dips the goods in the dye- a eas aga, a ey, a 
pot, dyeing it the proper color, and later enn in <a rh peda RO 
the paste is washed off, leaving the pattern rid PN RAN Nea M y 
on the white cloth. ee a ae 

Of course, the first thing to do was to 
find out how the Japanese did the work 
themselves, and, fortunately, I soon found JAPANESE PINE CONE STENCIL. 
a friend—a very capable dyeing chemist 
who had been in the East and had care- were prepared as we prepare colors for 
fully noted everything he saw of interest Calico printing, and that the resist paste 
in the line of textile work. He told me WaS made from rice flour, wheat bran, 
that the colors were fixed by steaming, and lime water and carbonate of lime boiled 

up and stirred together to form a paste. 
7 * cE With these facts as a basis it was pos- 

naan CE Si es sible to make experiments with some de- 
a be ah Gy pt ba Reg oorce of lige, and before very long 
> ee eT ale: 4 we could get very satisfactory results. 

fe } ie fi 97 oP eh foe ee this a of 
I ie ’ Se. stencil work the only dyes to use are those 
wy Seek Ve = 4 which can be applied cold, as the Sulphur 
ey "i al NA Zt my. Dyes and the Indigo or Vat Dyes, both 

« ee | A Se Boy j described in previous papers. We have 
CR. pee ig Broa had the best results so far with the Sul- 

. 5 Ee x ee ie Pe ee} phur Dyes, using strong baths and immers- 
= eee keh = ing the goods, cotton, linen and silk, for 

ke nee i ne a — short time. With silk, it will be 
F Ft. Share ie wee # remembered, special precaution must be it 33\ ye (ee Ss taken to avoid the eas action of the y rea i ee eee alkaline sodium sulphide on the fiber. 5 EN ?. yg This resist paste can be made very easily 

+ ee eS & Neg : : sees oe without the use of the rice flour, wheat 
= a) i bran, etc., by simply making a rather thin 

a oe ay wheat flour and boiling water, 
in which latter zine sulphate has been dis- 

JAPANESE VINE STENCIL. solved, and then, while hot, stirring in 
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MODERN DYESTUFFS AND STENCILING 

some white inert powder, like zinc oxide the pattern can be developed by boiling in 
(zine white) finely powdered, or fine cal- soap and water. 
cium carbonate. The exact proportions It generally gives rather softer effects 
are not of much importance. We have if the pattern is not a dead white, but 
obtained good results from the following slightly shaded. Of course, this depends 
formula: on the composition of the paste, the care 

In a small agate or china saucepan or with which it has been applied, and, above 

casserole boil a small cupful of water, to all, on the length of time the cloth is ex- 
which has been added half a teaspoonful posed to the action of the dyestuff. 
of zinc sulphate. With this make a smooth Before leaving this subject it may be 
paste with a large teaspoonful of wheat well to explain the composition of the 
flour and then while it is still hot add as paste. The wheat flour paste is used be- 
much zinc oxide (finely powdered) as you cause it is more sticky and adhesive than 
have of dry flour, and stir it in thoroughly starch or corn-meal paste. (The Japanese, 
till smooth and uniform. it will be remembered, mixed wheat bran 

When cool, this paste is brushed into oiled with lime water to their rice flour 
the cloth through the stencil. After it is paste for the same purpose.) The white 
dried, the cloth can be dyed rather quickly pigment, zinc oxide, or, which answers 
in the Sulphur Dyes and when taken out just about as well, carbonate of lime, gives 

after the cloth has been wrung smooth more consistency and body to the paste; 
and exposed to the air for a few minutes while the addition of sulphate of zinc is 

a little chemical trick, known to 
modern calico printers, for protect- 
ing the cloth from the action of the 

~ a ae ae ia Oe ‘hg 
BS £3 ee will be remembered, are insoluble 

om y CP, in water, but dissolve in a solution 
: ee en dee Sage of sodium sulphide and soda. Now 
Slee ee zinc sulphate decomposes the so- 

PEI ee ae Fi dium sulphide, formi white = SCS * AS d ium phide, forming a 
ae el, eons POS powder, zinc sulphide, and at the 

SS <se ae Poy same time throwing the color out 
in ae i >. SS of solution. 

Nee oe | RAM i (b) Color Stenciling.—The meth- 
a Ne rN H od for obtaining permanent colors 
Oty,  ! PP ctl i A cea ——s VASA 5 used by the Japanese is out of the 

saa, Be ts a ; question for most craftsmen, be- 
nS SEN ies Pa cause of the great difficulty of prop- 

ny PSS SEN ' ¥ S erly steaming the goods to fix them. 
SON : <a ; SS In Japan they are so clever with 

Ce Se A eee BAY their hands that in every little vil- 
Be Sil SESE RSS lage the local dyer has built himself 
Bd ue a FEES a little steam box, with an iron or 
Eg oe i sf POSS copper pot underneath, and with a 

’ ie oe top and sides of lacquered cloth or 
4 : 2 even of paper, with a light wooden 

~ frame, and he can steam his goods 
there with dry steam by the hour, 
if necessary. But I know, by ex- 

A FISHING STILL LIFE: pEsicn PeTience, how difficult and uncertain 
FOR JAPANESE STENCIL. it is to steam small quantities of 
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printed or stenciled goods satisfac- : SEs 
torily, even with all the resources of hela) a ge) 

a university laboratory. pth goes Lae Yo 
Fortunately, a process has been LA (on ~ Ped ee 

worked out by which very satisfac- iy Hi a) 34 
tory results can be obtained with LN (ass a om 
the use of the modest flatiron, ap- aes is IE Pt yl 
plied with some skill and judgment, ee Pi ei es HS 
and without any need, except in- LR NSS lh y a a 
deed for very elaborate pieces, of So. NA eee 

a steam box or any apparatus of & iia goo ire 
that sort. Ba) J A 

Stencil Paste—The colors used Ey : ‘s % 

in this process are the Basic Colors Lag i rN o & re: at EN 
described in a previous article, and KS i hs Bd FNS 
the pastes are made up in much the os eZ ; Poo a SN 
same way that chemists have long 
employed, when using these dyes is is en 4 s 
for calico printing. The dyestuff is Dae a 7, PAC ee 
dissolved in considerable acetic acid ws ae ks Pe pts oes 
and water, a little tartaric acid is Soe Po ale Para 
added, and then a small amount of er eee ee ae ee 
a strong solution of tannic acid. 
After this the mixture is made into 
a paste of the proper consistency by the FLYING BIRDS IN A 
addition of a gum of some kind, such as JAPANESE STENCIL, 

that made by soaking finely powdered Fixing Bath—To make the color quite 
gum tragacanth in some 3o parts of hot fast to washing, however, it is necessary 
Meee : 3 ., to pass the material, generally after rinsing 

In the above mixture the tannic acid in warm water to dissolve out the gum, in 
combines with the Basic Color, forming @ a weak bath of tartar emetic (one small 
tannate, which, though insoluble in water, teaspoonful of tartar emetic to one gallon 
dissolves readily in acetic acid. When the of warm water). The antimony in this 
ow ae water, if neces- compound combines with the color and 

silered eet to tne cloth, it should be the tannic acid to form a result which is allowed to dry, and then, as soon as con- kedl ret shi 
venient, carefully ironed over and under m. rane. ae ca 9 padre 
a damp cloth, so as to steam it well for a ee bec een) ape ed ena cover 

both paste and process, not with any idea few seconds. Care must be taken here aD : EI eee ate Y not to have the color run, for until it has of interfering with the individual crafts- 
been heated in this way it is liable to ™2" wishing to prepare his own materials, 

bleed. but in order to make it worth while for 
This ironing and the slight accompany- some reliable person to put up and keep 

ing steaming accomplishes, if done care- for sale these pastes, properly prepared. fully, the work done in calico printing by General Remarks.—The results obtained 
half or three-quarters of an hour in the with the resist paste described above are steam box. It melts the paste and carries really very satisfactory from every stand- it through and into the fibers of the cloth, point. One great advantage for the crafts- and at the same time drives off the acetic man in this Process is the absolute per- acid, leaving the insoluble tannate of the manence of the results. The pattern is the 
dyestuff behind. color of the original cloth, and the best 
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Sulphur Colors are as permanent as any R 

dyes can be. The same paste, without the / HI yi “6 i a 

zine oxide, can be used as a resist for the Lia EF aa eS 

Indigo or Vat Colors, and also for the old rT OE NEE a - he 

Mineral Dyes, iron and manganese, de- An Ee yet ES 

scribed in my first article. Effects in two, Ne GS SAS HT Oe ES th K 

three or more colors can also be readily KN Xs Al HE \ 

obtained by starting with cloth already eS ie os eS em rr ye 

dyed, or by after-dyeing, or by succes- x) le Pe Be ee 

sively applying resist paste to different Se 7 dee Ny w@ 

portions of the fabric, between successive eT : 1S e i = a iF Ke 

baths of different dyestuffs. These latter bss He eT tO ee & as 

effects, however, can be better obtained by Nos ae SI y ia SS a SS 
the Batik, or wax resist process, to be SCAT AE a HE 

described later. Reis sili. SS 
The use of the colored stencil paste will Be a Sl | Ee CS) 

not prove quite so simple. On silk it gives Le y ; ya ca , : = BF (| Be 

extremely pretty, bright effects, quite fast \) BAR SS Oe iy |i ie 

to washing, with great ease, but on calico ali NES Sie 

it takes some little experimenting. \ 

Great care should always be taken to 

have the cloth, whether puis a WEED DESIGN IN JAPANESE STENCIL. 

or what-not, free from sizing before apply- 4 i : 

Sethe pase, it aiaye bet to tor cerign, awake tis prose 
oughly boil it out in a soap bath, and then ease te tie The Hite Meta 

rinse it well, to be sure and have the fibers Bh y fast to light. asian acini 
: * Pn ue in many shades, are very permanent ; 

clean and in a receptive condition. We t Pie wale ebades | hi 

have found the paste to penetrate better a CO ae core ahiee ne i. Fs ‘ 

if the cloth is just slightly and evenly ye Phe fs ae ve MS a Be a 

dampened before applying the color. very fast, and, unfortunately, the reds, 
even the best, are not nearly as fast as the 
ie reds of the other classes. 

yee es or ee ee xperiments are now being made in my 

is la we <4 Ss S laboratory to obtain a satisfactory black 
<< vex a oN ae ai = paste for cotton, and also to get some 

Ss 2 Vs sg RE se S Z good ee Hees on Ae Pint - 

Ses es Sk. Ze use against dark and light backgrounds. 

ss Es oN ae % @ Wve em also ee hates on diferent 
Se A = a ae varieties of stencil paper, and of varnishes 

SS A and lacquers. Thanks to Mr. E, T 
RO ee a ae oS SS s to Mr. ET. 

Soa) Poy BZ sme % Shima, of this city, some of whose large 
ese ss dee eae and beautiful assortment of Japanese 
aS A en Es pe Se stencils are shown in the accompanying 

a ay AY be we illustrations, we have some Japanese sten- 

SI EA aS cil knives and stencil brushes, as well as 

PON EX fea i RS a good variety of large and small Japan- 
i aa ta Sy 4 ese stencils, with which to experiment. 

ae, a Eom && oe s ue Pee, I hyn call eure 

i ee IS of my readers to the great possibilities 0: 

I dinate this art. For art Gisele, for house- 

Pin anaes ‘ L fe = hold decoration, and for dress goods its 

BAMBOO DESIGN IN JAPANESE STENCIL. uses are limitless. 
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MANUAL TRAINING IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

HE recent exhibition of the work child who is allowed to play at work be- 
of pupils in the manual training cause of its beneficial effect upon his char- 
department of the New York acter and mental development, in the place 
Public Schools was interesting for of learning to do real work that in itself 

the reason that anything which tends to- amounts to something. Instead of being 
ward teaching children to use their hands taught sound principles of design and con- 
in the making of useful things is an im-_ struction and so guided that all his work 
provement on the education which depends is based upon these principles, he is en- 
upon book learning alone. Yet to the close couraged to “express his own individuality 
observer the collection of work was elo- in designing and making the thing that ap- 
quent of the weakness that mars our whole peals to him.” This is all very well, if the 
system of manual training in the public work is merely regarded as play; but if it 
schools, for the reason that none of it was is regarded as a preparation for the serious 

of the kind which argued a training that business of later life, it unfits the student 
could be put to practical use in later years. for real work in just such measure as he 

Manual training in our public schools shows an aptitude for this play work. 
started some years ago in a kindergarten To a practical man, the part of all edu- 
way with the teaching of sloyd, which, as_ cation that seems most necessary to life as 
IT understand it, was purely for the pur- we have to live it, is work. From the 
pose of developing the brain through train- very beginning of ‘civilization, the ability 
ing the hands. The things made by the to make necessary things has been the most 
students of sloyd seldom amounted to essential part of the traits of 7 mat 
much, and so the making of furniture or woman, and this is just 7 tram’ tote 
~ as be shown at this exhibition was as it was in the time of the Cliff Dwellers 

ep in the right direction. As yet, how- As the race grew and added one experi- 
fare ‘ not a long step, for the reason ence to another, the sum of the whole 
an . Taining is still inadequate, being amounted to what we call civilization. Yet 

fear ee oe direction of purely theo- however far this advances, it rests always 
things cation and away from practical upon the same foundation,—the ability to 

ares k i i 
A criticism of the quality of work that quire Hesse reas ys ‘h 2 ees 

was shown was met somewhat indignantl lace in hist b Bo sock by ihe ecsen Ree ly place in history because with them book y J on that it was not the work education was founded upon exactly thi 
lowe es Poe but of school- homely practical training. When ue i 

Sate 'y the point upon which verse the pr 1 fl fhelienies edtean se : process and add what we call 

from that pont of Oe ic “e pi in Biba fe, foe, we do 
undertaken merely as a matter of liking’ ited ‘shee ae ee Bethe Gov is trented a A a , © question as to the benefit y S an inexperienced boys — and girls too — derive from being 
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taught to work. But it is better not to ment was there. They simply worked 
teach them at all than to give them the until they found the answer to each prob- 
wrong teaching. Take, for example, this lem in turn, and when they found it, it 
very question of cabinet work. No one was right. The rules came later; but the 
expects a schoolboy to make elaborate principles upon which the rules were 

pieces of furniture that would equal sim- founded were discovered in the very be- 
ilar pieces made by a trained cabinet- ginning. 
maker. But why not try simpler pieces, We are too hedged about with precedent 
and so begin at the bottom, where all now to make it easy for our young workers 
work naturally begins, instead of at the to do the simple, straightforward thing 
top? If he is taught to make small and and to discover by experience the differ- 
simple things and to make each one so_ ence between right and wrong in the work 
that it would pass muster anywhere he they do. But it surely is as easy to teach 
learns at the start the fundamental prin- them to do the right thing as the wrong 
ciples of design and proportion and to thing. It would be better if all the teach- 
understand what is meant by thorough ing were based upon some text book care- 

workmanship. fully compiled by a master workman and 
There is no objection to his expressing kept within certain well defined limits. 

his own individuality, but the natural thing After the student had thoroughly learned 
would be for him to express it in more or all that lay within these limits and was 
less primitive forms of construction that grounded in the principles of design and 

are, as far as they go, correct, instead of construction as carefully as he would be 

attempting something that, when it is grounded in mathematics or classic litera- 

finished, is all wrong because the boy has ture, he might safely be trusted to pro- 

not understood what he was about. Un- duce something that would express his 

questionably, there are certain principles own individuality,—for then, if ever, he 

and rules as to design, proportion and would have developed an individuality that 

form that are as fundamental in their was worth while. But as it is, the teacher 

nature as the tables of addition, subtrac- of manual training seldom has any prac- 

tion, division and multiplication with re- tical working knowledge of his craft. He 

lation to mathematics, or as the alphabet never thinks of working out each problem 

is as a basis to literature. The trained according to the principles which he has 

worker learns these things by experience proven by his own experience, but either 

and comes to have a sort of sixth sense suggests or accepts a design that shows a 

with regard to their application. But this dozen incongruities which neither he nor 

takes strong, direct thinking, keen obser- the pupil recognize because they do not 

vation and the power of initiative that is know the underlying laws upon which all 

possessed only by the very exceptional design and construction depend. For ex- 

worker and is almost impossible for a ample, a teacher will set a boy to building 

schoolboy. a plain bookcase. The boy and the master 

The builders who created Greek and together work out the design, but not 

Gothic architecture worked out these prin- knowing that the style suggested depends 

ciples for themselves, because they thought entirely upon good lines, exact proportions 

in a way that enabled them to handle to and interesting color and texture brought 

the best advantage the materials that they out in the wood itself, the bookcase is 

had to use, and upon this was raised the built upon the plan that entirely disregards 

whole structure of the two greatest styles these things. Then to conceal the flaws 

in architecture. They had no precedent, in workmanship and to remedy the lack 

no machines, no ready-made ornamenta- of interest, a machine made molding is 

tion to be applied according to the dictates put on the edge of each shelf and up the 

of untrained fancy. But the human ele- sides, and the top edge which, to be in 
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ALS IK KAN: NOTES: REVIEWS 

work. I find that many people are most the real Sargent, the most intrepid master 
absorbed in what they call Mr. Alexander’s in the painting of human beings of these 
style, the particular quality which is orig- modern days. He has, to be sure, selected 
inal with him, except as he may have felt interesting lands in which to paint, from 
it in phases of Japanese art; or may not. Galilee to the Grand Canal, and he has 
It is this quality in fact that many seek for evidently found it a pleasant relaxing 
and especially crave in sitting to him for change from gray London and smart 
a portrait. And, too, it is almost impos- people; but change is not all that is essen- 
sible to escape the charm of it, particu- tial to develop a fresh channel of art ex- 
larly where it seems related to the type pression. It is necessary for a man to look 
painted. in four different directions to realize the 

But far greater than this style in Mr. circumference of the earth, and traveling 
‘Alexander’s work the writer feels his sym- to the Orient does not make Sargent a 
pathetic treatment of the emotional quality painter of all the various phases of art 
in womankind, the delicate adjustment of which are undoubtedly latent in so great 
tone to temperament, and his rare under- a master. 
standing that so often beauty is but radi- 
ance and grace but an expression of a ACS exhibition at the Macbeth Gal- 
quality of the soul. leries which has aroused widespread 

interest among painters and critics was a 
eee has recently had an ex- collection of thirty-eight of Arthur B. Da- 
hibition of the water color drawings vies’ unusual paintings. Among this extra- 

of John Singer Sargent. They have ordinary collection of small canvases there 
evoked almost universal praise, even to were some which seemed most alluring- 
being likened in color and sunlight effects ly interesting, as Pelléas and Mélisande is 
to Sorolla’s landscapes. One critic was interesting to one not a musician,—remote 
absolutely startled by the “bewildering and strange, with a half-expressed melody. 
richness of their color, by the movement There were others which in sections (and 
of the waters, the modeling of the human often Mr. Davies’ pictures seem divided 
figures, by the drawing of even the rig- in sections) were poetical or vividly real. 
ging, and all apparently dashed in care- But as a whole the effect of the picture 
lessly, but every stroke telling.” And we gallery on the “untrained critic”? (who Mr. 
are told that although there “are eighty- Macbeth naturally finds a thorn in the 
six of Mr. Sargent’s drawings in the col- flesh) was one of great bewilderment, of 
lection every one of them is worth study- “something far too fine and good for 
ing, for each teaches a lesson of how great human nature’s daily food.” It was not 
effects can be produced by the simple merely as though Mr. Davies made you 
methods if only you have the genius and feel that he had approached heights too 
training to work simply.” It is all very fine for the “untrained critic,’ but rather 
perplexing, for what the eye of the lay- that his ideal interested him and that he 
man really seemed to see in this collection had not thought his public worth an ex- 
was a lot of drawing, often brilliant and planation. And even this you would for- 
dashing, but without the gift of composi- give (a word which will amuse Mr. 
tion or the illusion of reality which comes Davies) if you could without the clue find 
from enveloping atmosphere, and almost a thrill in his art, in spite of his eccentric 
wholly lacking in the power of elimination composition and usually weird drawing 
which enables the artist to suggest a com- and most often than not whimsical color. 
plete scene rather than paint in every Personally, I do not always understand 
detail. It also seemed that it was only exactly what Miss Pamela Colman Smith 
when a group of figures or a single face has dreamed of in some of her strange 
or figure were introduced that one realized fantastic drawings, but almost invariably 
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I catch a glimpse of another land and find ings of Eugene Higgins exhibited the first 

my imagination stirred and feel an extra of March at the galleries of Frederick 

heart beat. But what one really thinks or Keppel & Co. We know well Mr. Higgins’ 

writes about these matters makes but little paintings of poverty and his extraordinary 

difference to a man like Arthur B. Davies, gift in translating the discordant notes of 

for there is always the public who adores suffering into the subtler harmonies of art. 

(if one is perplexing enough) and there is Mr. Higgins reaches out into the vague 

always the public who is afraid not to essence of poverty and he more often than 

adore, for the same reason, and they form not ignores the repugnant detail and pre- 
a goodly gathering. sents rather vast, gloomy sociological con- 

ditions, the dull gray phate Eee in life. 

AM eeconad eae never been a_ His work is not by any means a purely sen- 
season in New York when so much timental interest in the poor, which some 

vital progressive distinctive American art of us occasionally feel ce of personal 
has been shown. The galleries have been experience. It is rather a profound appre- 
filled with exhibits pressing upon one an- hension of the value to art of the great 
other for time ang space and crowded with spectral shadows which society casts in her 
interested spectators since the opening self-centered tumultuous progress. 
time in October. And I understand from In quite a different vein one finds the 
the fe, ya be ne as a banner exhibit of Blendin Campbell at his stable 
year for the production, display and sale studio in MacD 1 - 
of American art, which, of ee means bell has te Ply anesthe 

a oe “onli appreciation of of expressing life on any one phase of 
e significance of our own art production. life, but has evidently striven to hold him- 

We have found our space in this depart- self sensitive to the beauty of many con- 
ment of THE CrartsMaAN far too limited ditions in turn, until he has expressed 
oh _ _ ao bey oF sean them through a technique adapted to the 

its from month to month, even had subject. In his studio exhibit were h 
we published only the work bearing upon side by side a far reach of cool inwee 
o development of American art along ing river and a hot, dingy, murking, reek- 
c a. of widespread importance. It ing Chinese interior where a group of 
was THE CRAFTsMAN’Ss purpose to make glowering Oriental figures crept out of the 
rt Shs mention of the paintings of Rembrandt shadows; as one glanced from 

Galleries a ad at the Montross one subject to the other, one began to un- 
Seon . ly “a | oe: for there is derstand something of this man’s interest 
1 i ist in the e i in life. 
coe. landscapes, no ee, gecitine Gar an Macbeth Galleries two exhibi- 
poet of the brush than Mr. Tryon. From tions of special quality extended through 
season to season one feels this more fully, much of January and Feb: h ae 
whether he is painting a bit of sea shim. scape work of H W. eae 
a in the moonlight or a faint stretch ee ed Paul Meaney, ae o 
of country road leading somehow to a_ these men, specialists, as it were, i hei 
oe aie farmhouse 7 the light in the own vital field of art. i on 

v seems a symbol of all 1 ibiti uti i 
influence.—Following this alata a ieee oy La neh 
worth while showing of a collection of shown at the ri A Seana’ 
paintings by Alexander Schilling, the de- ciety of Craft: oe 7 nal So- 
velopment of whose art we have watched Cc nd Ki gaa. eee oe James 
with interest for the past few years.—And - iit Be ee ree of the 
again most especially was it our purpose ae Oe Ce ees : he ctudy at leneth th eC tures by early English artists 

dy gth the monotypes and etch- prized today in rare allestionas But com- 
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bined with this typical miniature presenta- trayal of the humbler parts of London 
tion, particularly noticeable in the faces of and its people, some lovely bits of France 
the portraits, there was a certain breadth and Italy were shown in this collection. 
of brush work in the backgrounds and The Buffalo Society of Artists have an- 
costumes which rendered the ensemble at nounced their Fifth Annual Exhibition of 
once both modern and classic. One also arts and crafts to be held in late March 
received an impression of distinct person- and early April in the Albright Galleries. 
ality in the varying portraits and of the Two exhibits were held during March 
artist’s very strong sense of the pictur- at the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh. In 
esqueness of youth. Mrs. Kindlund is one was shown a representative collection 
from Buffalo and this most creditable ex- of paintings by “The Eight,” comprising 
hibit was her New York debut. seventy-seven pictures, and the other was 

During February the Carnegie Institute 2 memorial exhibition of thirty-six of the 

held an exhibition of drawings, studies works of George Hetzel. 
and photographs of completed mural deco- An exhibition of definite interest was 
rations by Edwin H. Blashfield. This held in the Frederick Keppel Galleries this 
grouping together of most of the work of Winter, when a number of etchings of 
this artist afforded to the student and art Paris by Charles Meryon were shown. 
lover an interesting opportunity for a The collection was most representative of 
better conception of the scope and signifi- this artist's work and included in many 
cance of Mr. Blashfield’s achievement. instances several impressions of the same 

A special exhibition of laces, textiles Plate in different states. i 
and pottery made by the Handicraft Early in March the Woman’s Art Club 

School of Greenwich House was held for ©f New York held an exhibition of water 
a short time this winter at the studios of Clors, pastels, sculptures and miniatures 
the National Society of Craftsmen. at the rooms of Hamilton Bell & Co. The 

At the Bauer-Folsom Galleries, New landscapes and sculptures ranked high 

York, two interesting exhibitions of por- 908. the achievement, and some good 
traits were held this winter. In one was work in portraiture, both in pastels and 
shown the work of Richard Hall and in Miniatures, was shown. 
Wace Dee eee ueuce Ww: would like to call attention to the 

Early this year the Albright Art Galle be ee ie Us eva chests ap- fk & i held hibiti ie aiinee My pearing on page 731 of the March Crarts- 
Se eS jer usr as teed ates 8 MAN were wrongly attributed to the work- 
which were shown the work of F. K. M. Hin OB INE cael Rydi ard 
Rehn, Henry M. Poore, and a little later T2DS™P 0 ee yon Py CHipsvarcs » ty. , whereas they were really the handiwork 
one by William M. Chase was opened. f € hi ils. The Viki h 
Mr. Rehn showed a number of marines, ©! WO O# his pupils. CMs ule ete 
mi landscapes of America and scenes in on the upper part of the page was designed Vv. c Wint tind ¢ New Ene. 2nd executed by Miss Mabel Runette, and 
Aen anne ais, 5 Hs the lower chest of Assyrian design was the 

land and scenes of homely outdoor life ork of Miss Hetta yard. 
were shown in Mr. Poore’s paintings, and 
the exhibition of Mr. Chase’s work was 
most comprehensive, including portrait, RE VIKWS 
studies, landscapes and still life. 

H. Wunderlich & Co. have held in their N these days when Spanish art is 
galleries an interesting exhibition of etch- reviving to such a degree that it 
ings by Frank Brangwyn, an English artist appears likely to influence the art of 
who finds most of his subjects among the all Europe, the student would find it 
workers of the world. . Besides the por- well worth his while to give careful study 
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to a book by Mr. Leonard Williams, en- tory of any craft which interest hi 

titled, “The Arts and Crafts of Older (“The Arts and Crafts of Older Spairt.” 

Spain.” This work, which is exhaustive By Leonard Williams, Correspondin; 

and scholarly, naturally contains much that Member of the Royal Spanish Aocdenies 

is historical, as the arts of the people and of History and of the Fine Arts. Issued 

the crafts, which were evolved from the in the “World of Art Series.” Three vol- 

needs of common life, can be explained umes, profusely illustrated; about 290 

only by telling something of the story of pages each. P. 

the times which produced them. Published by AC Oi aecterg a cons 

ete gnggire eume, em) 
with white linen backs. Part of the first R 
volume is devoted to the gold, silver and D Conc nigeria bane ah a is 

jewel work of Spain, which owes so much cant littl 1 oe i anaiis sa 

of its richness to the Moorish art which asa z a Ne jae ieee eos Mearen 

e long dominated Spain. The remainder It is es The as ea a ff Ps 
eeiihe 1 : . abaeyeiie : erican as He Is,” 

Feaiiees aa tins o eo ak oie is divided into three chapters: The 
. oi r : 

phases of the metal workers’ craft into can pers Oo ts Ge oe a pig 
ene le coun. a ; overnment ; and The 

3 The second volume deals with furniture. Fie Goat deste Ce 

ivories, pottery and glass. Here again the as a unit, givi tt a ae 
; ; * : , giving full “6 

ee te ad = hoc sistence of i. pA at ta 

s an e delicate its extraordi ff i i 
Et 2 a nary effect in devel 

Bae “a eo . Seep quaint what promises to be a Soa ae 

tions of the different pieces. a that the inch oa ne a oe 

reader obtains a very fair ide : making up the American peo- 
ce ind “ote fo ype of the atti- ple. Dr. Butler attributes the develop- 

fee eirereccds| and Ween niecte fon in ment of this unit largely to the broaden- 

The BR Gieme is given over _ ae ie effect of interstate migration and to 

EMM iitading Spanish silk, cloths and i influence of voluntary organizations 

woolens, embroidery, Bary ae that are national in their scope and that 

showing in many cases the methods of pds ysl et Sgn 

biodata and giving an excellent idea of eee i phage sa & hea LEE 
panish’ tastes . r s. Our Federal Governme: it reS= 

All thice Sea tage pecially within the last few years, ee ako 

Realtones! and line eee Phalea served as a strong force for the bringing 

i Sgenenatere andl characteristic e owing about of national and political unity. 

oa ot matter is fully com a a ay ae ee eros of 
piled and is written wit - merican politics and treats it succinctly, 

standing and charm ose ae with due recognition of the innate oe 

the interest of a continued narrative. as servatism of the American people and 

The third volume is prefaced b: n i OF ie oF the 

troduction which reviews the hire a ee ey a 

of the textile industry in Spain and Be He ascerts 
uh ccs faite of thinking of the anenenn 

which throws so much light oaks Poe babies Ot ee ac, the | American 
eveniel The extensive bibl: istoric people, as either Preside 

bibliograph nt or Co 
eg ; phy offers may be infl eoeress 

ry opportunity for the reader to 2 influenced by the passions and 
on more extensive researches i carry clamor of the moment, but th ches into the his- Courts are th t, but the Federal 

ere to decide rationally as to 
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the exact merits of the case and to up- their tendency to overweening growth. 
hold the principles laid down in the Con- The claims of man upon woman as the 
stitution, This conservatism Dr. Butler home-maker are by no means ignored, the 
dwells upon with a special emphasis as effort of the author being to give to the 
being the distinguishing characteristic of breadwinner all that is his due,—and more 
the American form of government. By its than in nine cases out of ten he has been 
action every immediate demand for po- accustomed to receiving—while at the 
litical action is tested as to its validity same time putting a check upon the kind 
through the standard of the fundamental of demand which tends to make woman 
principles of organized government em- little more than a domestic slave. The 
bodied in the Constitution. And when it servant girl also comes in for her share of 
comes to the final decision, it is this rule fair dealing, the author urging strongly 
of principles, not of man, which dominates that she be treated not as a servant but as 
all American political action. a “household employee,” and given the 

The remainder of the book is devoted same freedom and dignity, as regards her 
to a keen study of the American as the work and her own individuality, which is 
individual, showing his most salient char- accorded without question to other em- 
acteristics and the spirit of American life ployees. Practical solutions for the prob- 
as a whole. This naturally includes a lems of household drudgery are also sug- 
study of American business methods, the gested, the author putting in a strong word 
large corporations and the growth of the for more simplicity in our homes and 
new and vigorous intellectual movement habits and for the encouragement of co- 
which even now is shaping itself as a Gperative enterprises by which the bulk of 
natural expression of the national life, the work might be done by specialists, who 
which is becoming more definitely co- would treat it as a regular business, in- 
6rdinated with every decade that passes. stead of being done laboriously and waste- 
(“The American as He Is.” By Nicho- fully in each individual home. 
las Murray Butler, President of Columbia The book is not a large one, but it is 

University. 97 pages. Price $1.00 net. full of meat and it will undoubtedly prove 
Published by The Macmillan Company, inspiring and helpful to all women who 
New York.) really wish to take hold of the work which 

it is given them to do and to do it in 
ee is no greater evidence of the the best way for all concerned. (“Home 

general awakening of woman into a Problems from a New Standpoint.” By 
broader life than is given by the.way in Caroline L. Hunt. 145 pages. Price $1.00 
which the home-keeping, domestic woman net. Published by Whitcomb & Barrows, 
is applying her new found knowledge and Boston.) 
her larger point of view to the improve- 
ment of home conditions. A book that Wie he was still a power to be 
deals clearly and forcefully with this reckoned with by the white settlers 
phase of the subject is “Home Problems of this country, the Indian was known 
from a New Standpoint,” by Caroline L. simply as an inconvenient and sometimes 
Hunt. It is not only worth reading, but dangerous trespasser upon lands which 
it is a book that no woman can well afford belonged by Divine right to the white race 
to miss reading, because it is written sanely from over the seas; but now that he is 
and reasonably, with a full recognition of merely a representative of a helpless race 
all the ambitions as well as the limitations that within another century will probably 
of woman and is full of valuable sugges- be extinct, the Indian is becoming a matter 
tions for extending the boundaries of the of historical interest not only to the 
limitations and giving reasonable satisfac- ethnologist, but to the ordinary reader. 
tion to the ambitions even while curbing The latter will find much to interest him 
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book-plates, and give in condensed form cents. Published by Adam and Charles 
the history of each of these arts, the work Black, London. Imported by The Macmil- 
of some of the most noted artists and lan Company, New York.) 
craftsmen, and many illustrations and 
descriptions of celebrated examples. A A new volume has been added to the 
good deal of technical detail is also in- series entitled “Drawings of the Great 
cluded, so that the books are admirable Masters.” This contains the drawings and 

for the purpose of instruction as well as rough chalk studies made by Alfred Ste- 
of general information concerning the arts V°"S 4 number of which are beautifully re- 

of which they treat. They are small and produced. The introduction is by Hugh 

very convenient in size, and are attractively Paice and is Ps te on 

Laie nig ee oe ih io these Beek Fo the student of drawing 

Nel ea wets mameis, by MIS. this series offers much valuable material, 
elson Dawson ; “Miniatures Ancient and and to the | thi jnterest- 

Modern,” by Cyril Davenport; “Jewel- ; Oe eee aera eri 
ley.” by Cy#il Da enport; “Jewel- ing, as showing so clearly the methods of 
aoe y Cyril Davenport ; “Book Plates,” working employed by the several masters. 

y Edward Almack, F.S.A. Illustrated. (“Drawings of Alfred Stevens.” With 
Frontispieces in color. Each volume with introduction by Hugh Stannus. 48 plates, 
bibliography and index. About 180 pages Price $2.50, net. Published by George 
each. Price per volume $1.00 net. Pub- Newnes, Ltd., London. Imported by 
lished by A. C. McClurg & Company, Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York.) 
Chicago.) 

AO book has been added to the 

P= who are interested in Social- (series of useful little volumes known 
ism and wish to be informed as tothe 4S ‘Collector’ s Handbooks.” This is 

main outlines of the past history and pres- “Delftware,” by N. Hudson Moore, who 

ent activities of the movement will prob- 18 @ recognized authority upon this and 
ably be interested in a little book entitled kindred subjects. Both Dutch and Eng- 
“The Primer of Socialism,” especially as lish Delftware are taken up from the his- 
it is written by Thomas Kirkup, whose torical side as well as the technical, so that 

former works on Socialism give him the he ai book is foc ey yd ao 

right tobe considered ones of the best TqMeh 26 well ge ale othe eer 
Pic saiceton the subject. This new book profusely illustrated with examples of 
is what its name implies,— a brief clear Wate) asf 

oo : characteristic pieces, and nearly half the 

statement of the leading facts concerning ook is devoted to an extensive list of 
aon It i . sort fe a 4 Delft potters, with the individual mark of 

a rape me slip into his pocket to cach potter or of the factory with which 

read on the way downtown, because it the is connected, and, in most cases, brief 
would give him in condensed form enough explanatory paragraphs which serve fur- 

facts to make him understand what the ther to identify both the potter and his 

movement means and what the pros- work, (Delftware, Dutch and English.” 
pects are as to its ultimately affecting By N. Hudson Moore, Illustrated. 78 
the social and political status of the pages. Price $1.00, net. Published by 
world. (“The Primer of Socialism.” By Frederick A. Stokes Company, New 
Thomas Kirkup. 90 pages. Price 40 York.) 
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